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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Across the country in the 1960s and 1970s, cities and their leaders grappled with
their own identities and values when civil rights protests challenged the status quo.
Huntsville Alabama was no different, but a unique set of circumstances gave grassroots
leadership many early successes in the quest for racial equality without the virulent
opposition and violence that would emerge in other Alabama cities. Huntsville’s position
as a center of technology and research in the region meant that violent civil rights
headlines would be a great risk for the city. White civic and business leaders did not want
to see the city lose its reputation, its two federal installations, or its subsequent federal
funding over the issue of civil rights. Huntsville charted a different course from many
southern cities, but its citizens and leaders still struggled with the realities of changing an
entrenched social, cultural, and legal system of racial inequality.
My 2014 museum exhibit “This is Rocket City, U.S.A., Let Freedom Begin Here”
shared the fascinating history of the civil rights movement with those who did not know
about this important aspect of Huntsville’s identity. It synthesized existing scholarship
and interpreted it within the context of one unified project for the very first time,
providing the public with an unmatched resource. The exhibit and research addressed and
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integrated the wide range of players in the drama of civil rights in Huntsville, such as the
grassroots organizers of the Community Service Committee, the segregated white and
black business communities, the federal eye on Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
and Redstone Arsenal, the city’s white civic leaders, and the white community who
reaped the benefits of Huntsville’s space age boom.
When I read Dr. Sonnie Hereford’s memoir Beside the Troubled Waters, I felt
surprised and hurt. Having lived in the area my entire life, I had never heard any mention
of the dramatic events that made Huntsville one of the first cities in Alabama to take steps
toward racial equality. I felt a moral imperative to share with the public this story of
many dedicated individuals who came together to push our community into a progressive
future. Borrowing Dr. Hereford’s documentary A Civil Rights Journey from the public
library reinforced the shock of my ignorance about these events with footage of the black
community’s fight for equality on the very same streets and sidewalks I knew so well.
My interest in the subject soon led to a research paper for a class with Dr. Andrew
Dunar at the University of Alabama in Huntsville, which thankfully brought me to the
concept of a museum exhibit to share this information with the public and duly fulfill
thesis requirements for a master’s degree in History with a Public History concentration.
As my research progressed I found that very few sources focused on the civil rights era in
Huntsville. Huntsville’s story often served as a supporting detail in a larger state or
regional history, but no historian had integrated the wide range of available sources into a
single body of information. My experience with these sources compelled me to create an
integrative resource, one combining the memories of Dr. Hereford with the tensions at
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Marshall Space Flight Center and the District Court rulings by Judge Grooms in
Birmingham.
My exhibit provided the first comprehensive resource available to the public to
increase awareness of the civil rights movement in our local history. The exhibit became
the first historical synthesis of the Community Service Committee’s grassroots
organizing efforts, Justice Department memos on Huntsville integration, local business
leaders’ efforts to negotiate changes to the status quo, the power of federal involvement
through Redstone Arsenal and MSFC, and the vivid experiences of the brave individuals
who marched down Huntsville’s streets and into its schools demanding equality. Most
importantly, the project also engaged the Huntsville of today, encouraging visitors to
reflect upon their own experiences past and present in light of this historic struggle. This
resource would become the exhibit “This is Rocket City, U.S.A., Let Freedom Begin
Here: The Civil Rights Movement in Huntsville, Alabama,” displayed at local history
museum Burritt on the Mountain in the spring of 2014.1
The exhibit highlighted our community’s civil rights story and the individuals
who made it possible, and it deepened the public’s understanding about Huntsville’s
history as the city celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of many civil rights milestones. My
exhibit joined several other commemorations of the anniversary, such as Dr. Waymon
Burke’s exhibit at the Main Branch of the Huntsville-Madison County Public Library and
public lectures. In addition, its placement at Burritt on the Mountain ensured that the
history of Huntsville’s civil rights pioneers would reach a new audience. Huntsville is
still a growing city with a reputation on the line, and we continue to grapple with many of
these same issues through school rezoning in efforts to achieve racial parity in the
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community. The exhibit introduced many visitors to the historical context of these current
events and encouraged reflection upon the impact of this important history on the
Huntsville we know today.
Ultimately the exhibit brought together a wide range of important resources in an
intriguing and visually appealing format, which will serve as a long-term reference
resource for the community. The physical fabrication of the final project introduced me to
the world of exhibit design and necessitated my use of graphic design programs as well.
The individuals who stepped forward in support of the project have formed a professional
network for my work in Huntsville, one that will surely continue to serve me in the years
to come. After its opening, the public programs associated with the exhibit gave me the
opportunity to organize and promote programs, create unique lessons focusing on
primary sources, interface with local organizations and media, and ultimately share this
important history with many in our community. The exhibit “This is Rocket City, U.S.A.,
Let Freedom Begin Here” served an important role by introducing Huntsville’s history to
many of its own residents and engaging those who lived through the civil rights period in
North Alabama.
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CHAPTER II

HISTORICAL CONTEXT

Economic prosperity, federal investment, and racial change came to Huntsville in
the 1960s. Civil rights organizers in the city recognized the interdependent nature of these
three factors, and their approach to reform meant that the civil rights movement would be
received more peacefully in Huntsville in many other Alabama cities. Huntsville
experienced the civil rights movement under a unique set of circumstances, including
Huntsville’s geographic location in north Alabama and its traditional resistance to George
Wallace’s racist rhetoric; the vocal and persistent protests of the grassroots Community
Service Committee who struck fear into the hearts of local boosters; pressure from the
federal level through Marshall Space Flight Center, Redstone Arsenal and their affiliated
contractors; and the cooperation of the community through business coalitions, biracial
commissions, and earnest efforts by both black and white leadership to maintain peace in
the city. These factors were significant in making Huntsville a leader in desegregation for
the state, but it is important to consider the nuances of this history beyond any triumphal
claims about the city’s position as a leader in accepting racial equality.
Huntsville has embraced its identity as a progressive Alabama city, reaping the
benefits of federal funding and population growth that accompanied the city’s space
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boom. Its title as first in the state to desegregate continues to be a point of pride.
Contemporary explanations credited the city’s large population of racially moderate nonnative Alabamans and reasonable community leadership, along with the city’s “economic
ties to Washington rather than Montgomery” to explain the peaceful acceptance of
changes in racial practices. Huntsville was profoundly influenced by federal dollars and
outside investment due to the presence of the NASA’s space program at MSFC and the
military at Redstone Arsenal, prompting city leaders to assess their priorities when faced
with the possibility of negative press. As explained in a history of the NASA installation,
“the Gospel of Wealth had more disciples in Huntsville than did the Gospel of White
Supremacy.”2
The accomplishments of civil rights activists in Huntsville shine most brightly
when considered in comparison to the rest of the state. Thanks to national headlines about
unrest and violence in Birmingham, Anniston, and Selma, Alabama gained a reputation
for its dedication to white supremacy. Governor George Wallace’s 1963 inaugural pledge
to defend “Segregation now, segregation tomorrow, segregation forever” had echoes in
local civil rights struggles across the country. Activists across the state put their lives at
risk when they spoke out about racial inequalities, and the horror of Anniston’s violent
reaction to the Freedom Rides illustrated that Alabama had just as much hatred toward
outsiders trying to lead the state into a future of racial equality. Despite the very real
threat of violence against themselves and their families, dozens of activists committed
themselves to change in Huntsville.
Huntsville saw explosive population growth in the 1960s. As shown in Table 2.1,
Madison County, of which Huntsville is the county seat, jumped from a population of
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72,903 in 1950 to 117,348 in 1960 and 186,540 in 1970. This population boom had
impacts on the demographics of the city’s schools as illustrated in Table 2.2, which
shows changes in student enrollment divided by race. This data illustrates that the
overwhelming majority of new students in the city schools were white, reinforcing the
concentration of city resources in white communities.

Population of Madison County, Alabama, 1930-19903

Table 2.1

Population of Madison County, Alabama, 1930-1990
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Table 2.2

Huntsville City Schools Student Enrollment Prior to Desegregation, 19111962.4
Huntsville City Schools Student Enrollment Prior to Desegregation,
1915-1962
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Given these circumstances, the various social groups in Huntsville approached the
civil rights movement in understandably different ways. Although many considered the
city to be less segregated than some southern communities, its black and white residents
lived in completely different versions of Huntsville. The African-American community
was not only socially but also geographically distinct from the white community in its
neighborhoods, shopping districts, and schools. The most significant black business
district, known as The Grove, was demolished during the period of urban renewal to
make way for Huntsville’s modern downtown. White areas had whites-only
establishments. The black district had businesses serving black customers: laundromats,
movie theaters, lawyers, dentists, doctors, and restaurants, to name a few. As federal
money came into the city, its trickle-down benefits went directly to the white community
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through salaries, booming residential developments, and increased spending money in
white business districts and schools. The black community, on the other hand,
experienced little to no change in their everyday lives as a result of the space boom and
influx of federal spending. Luckily, African-American business and community leaders
realized the impact this spending was having on the lives of white Huntsville and made it
a critical factor in their activism as they launched the Community Service Committee
(CSC) in early 1962 to serve the black community. White stakeholders wanted to
preserve the gains they saw coming from federal investment in the city, and would soon
realize that their federal paycheck was only secure if the white community capitulated on
its segregationist ways.5

i. 1962: Struggles and Successes
Organized action for civil rights first began in Huntsville in January of 1962,
when Hank Thomas, a field secretary for the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE),
arrived in Huntsville and met with Alabama A&M College students to brief them on the
practices of peaceful protest. On January 3 1962, the students held the city’s first sit-ins
at the lunch counters at W.T. Grant Co., H & H Walgreens, the Trailways bus station,
F.W. Woolworth & Co., Big Boy, and Sears & Roebuck. At each of these locations they
were ignored and left quietly after waiting for service. Later that evening, black students
in four cars attempted to purchase movie tickets at the whites-only Parkway Drive-In
Theater (Figure 2.1) and Woodey’s Drive-In Theater but were turned away. Sit-ins
continued in increasing numbers despite these rebukes. Led by Dr. John L. Cashin Jr., a
delegation of six leaders from the black community met with Mayor R.B. Searcy on
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January 5 but were disappointed to hear they mayor reassure them that “there were no
problems in Huntsville” and “the Negroes and the white people had always gotten along
well together.” Three days later, on January 8, a mass meeting of the African-American
community at First Baptist Church resulted in the formation of the Community Service
Committee (CSC) to provide support to civil rights protestors. Given that Alabama had
banned the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) from
the state just weeks before, local organizers feared the same fate would befall CORE and
saw the need for locally organized action. The CSC became the most significant group
leading the civil rights movement in Huntsville, and its peaceful yet forceful approach
would ensure the moderate course of desegregation for the city.6

Figure 2.1

The Parkway Drive-In Theater, a whites-only establishment.7

A look at how The Huntsville Times covered the events of the civil rights
movement gives a clue into how white Huntsville initially perceived blacks’ requests for
rights. Continuing its tradition of refusing to report news from the African-American
community, consistently underreported the numbers in attendance at CSC events. In their
reporting on the first sit-ins in Huntsville in January of 1962, the Times was suspicious of
10

the protestors’ intentions and wrote that they “serve no purpose other than to endanger
the good relations between the white and colored citizens of our community. We cannot
believe that anything like a majority of the responsible colored citizens here either
endorse or support the tactics used” or that they “have any desire to go into places where
they are not welcome.” After only one week of sit-ins the editorial page printed the
headline, “It’s Time to Call a Halt,” applauding the patience of Huntsville’s “harassed
merchants” and questioning the activists: “What possibly can be gained by violating the
legal rights of the owners…of a private business? How does a sit-in movement against a
merchant fit in to any logical pattern of an attack against segregation?” Clearly the white
community was not willing to compromise with blacks asking for change. The Huntsville
Times expressed the white community’s disregard for “agitators [who] thrive on violence
and its attendant publicity” and cautioned Huntsville residents against “those who seek to
provoke us into rash and foolish acts. As the CSC continued its sit-ins and began posterwalking and letter-writing campaigns, the white community took notice and thought
immediately of what was at stake: “Such demonstrations serve one purpose. They harm
Huntsville’s position in the high competitive race for industrial and intellectual
development. […] Those who are promoting these demonstrations are not considering the
over-all community needs or the community future.” As the media voice of the city’s
white community, The Huntsville Times blamed the protestors, the victims of racial
discrimination, rather than addressing the root problem of Jim Crow’s incompatibility
with federal policies on racial equality. The newspaper’s position illustrates that the city
placed priority on the continued prosperity of those who had already benefited from the
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city’s boom, rather than on the just distribution of that prosperity to the city’s “secondclass” citizens.8

Figure 2.2

Students prepare to sit in at Woolworth’s on January 31 1962.9

Demonstrators also faced more violent opposition to their demands. Bomb threats
were not uncommon at sit-in venues, but some faced harsher retribution from the
community. On January 14, two weeks in to Huntsville’s sit-ins, Hank Thomas of CORE
was participating in a sit-in at the Parkway City shopping center when someone covered
his car seat with the severe irritant oil of mustard. Thomas had to be hospitalized that
night with severe irritation and burning due to the effects of the caustic oil on his skin.
The Huntsville Times gave the incident minimal attention with a vaguely worded
statement from the hospital about Thomas’s injury. On week later, a second incident
shook those participating in the movement. Marshall Keith, a white employee at
Redstone Arsenal, had recently joined in several sit-ins at local drug store counters. At
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1:00 a.m. on the night of January 21 1962, Keith was forced from his home at gunpoint,
blindfolded, and driven out of the city where he was told to take off his clothes and then
was sprayed with a chemical later found to be oil of mustard. He was then struck and
abandoned by his abductors. Keith got help at a nearby home and recovered at the
hospital, moving out of state shortly thereafter. His experience illustrates that despite its
moderate reputation, Huntsville still had its share of fanatical Alabama racists who were
willing to go to great lengths to prove their point.10
After weeks of sit-ins, the Mayor continued to resist the CSC’s requests for a
biracial committee, illustrating the attitudes of the white community by claiming that he
could never find enough whites willing to serve in such a group. Faced with this
opposition, the CSC developed further methods of protest. Their tactics were targeted at
two of the major interests of the white community: economic success for local businesses
and the security of the space program. Boycotts were a powerful force against local
businesses, but in 1921 the Alabama state legislature had made it illegal to boycott or to
advocate for a boycott. CSC executive committee member Raymond Blackwell, a
professor of political science at Alabama A&M, suggested that the committee print small
cards with a question for the black community: “Are you shopping for freedom or buying
segregation?” When a black family was spotted shopping at an establishment with
discriminatory policies, a CSC member could silently hand them a card with this
question, rather than directly asking them to boycott. Mrs. Marian Caudle, in her oral
history interview, recalls a childhood memory of shopping with her mother at W.T. Grant
in downtown Huntsville and being handed one of these cards to signal the need for their
support in the boycott. This simple question, without any mention of boycotting,
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encouraged members of the black community to send a message to Huntsville’s
businesses with their shopping dollars.11
In poster walks along the city’s busy white business district and the courthouse
square, protestors targeted Huntsville’s weak spot with posters that read “This is Rocket
City U.S.A., Let Freedom Begin Here,” “Khrushchev can eat here but I can’t,” “I ordered
a hamburger and they served me a warrant,” and “Worried about freedom in Laos and
Berlin? We want freedom here!” Following one civil rights rally on the courthouse
square, supporters released balloons carrying harsh messages about the ironies of racial
inequality in a city “where millions of tax dollars are spent each day to build up Free
World defenses.”12
Realizing that they needed to reenergize the black community after months of sitins and boycotts, the CSC arranged for Martin Luther King, Jr. to speak in Huntsville on
March 19 1962. Thanks to fundraising from across the black community, Dr. King spoke
to a packed house at the First Baptist Church on Church Street and again to a crowd of
2,000 at Oakwood College (Figure 2.3). King’s visit galvanized the community and
prepared them for the continued struggle they faced in Huntsville.13
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Figure 2.3

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. speaks at the First Baptist Church.14

April of 1962 was a flurry of activity for the CSC as its members maintained sitins, boycotts, and poster walks and intensified pressure on the city with new tactics.
Faced with The Huntsville Times’s news blackout of civil rights events, the CSC
engineered a situation sure to grab headlines. On April 10, Martha Hereford, who was six
months pregnant, and Joan Cashin with her four-month-old daughter Sheryll, sat in at
H&H Walgreens with every intention of being arrested for refusing to leave. They were
accompanied by CSC president Revered Ezekiel Bell, Reverend S.F. Lacey, and student
activist Frances Sims. As expected, the sit-inners were arrested, baby Sheryll in tow.
There, the men were released under a $300 bond but the three women refused to ask for
an appeal bond, much to the dismay of Police Chief Grover Pylant who hoped to avoid an
uproar over the situation. He resolved to release the three women “on their own
recognizance” that day. The next week, as Jet magazine published a photo of Joan Cashin
being arrested with her infant in arms, the three women arrived for their arraignment and
again refused to post bond. This left the court with no choice but to send Martha
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Hereford, Joan Cashin, and Frances Sims back to jail, this time without baby Sheryll. At
the Madison County Jail, the women faced inhospitable conditions as the jailers tried to
convince them to post bond and leave, but with the support of the CSC and the black
community they held fast to their principles. Supporters brought the women three meals a
day, and organized a telephone committee of people calling the jail and the mayor to
inquire, “Is it true you have mothers in jail, you have a pregnant woman in jail?” An
exasperated Mayor R.B. Searcy called Dr. John Cashin, urging him to post bond for his
wife. After thirty-three hours in the Madison County jail, the three women finally
relented and posted bond for themselves after The Huntsville Times published news of the
event and national news outlets picked up the dramatic story of protests in the Rocket
City.15
To reinforce the city-wide boycott of department stores with segregated lunch
counters, Easter of 1962 was declared “Blue Jeans Sunday” in the black community.
Traditionally, Huntsville businesses enjoyed a seasonal boom in business when black and
white families would shop for new dresses and suits in preparation for Easter church
services and celebrations. In an act of protest against the discriminatory policies of
department stores with segregated lunch counters, African-Americans boycotted clothing
stores in Huntsville and instead shopped in neighboring cities such as Fayetteville,
Decatur, and Athens. In a show of solidarity, participants wore plain, cheap blue jeans on
Easter Sunday instead of expensive new sets of "Sunday best" clothing. With the
statewide ban on boycotts in mind, the CSC engineered a clever disguise for this show of
activism. In the week leading to Easter Sunday, CSC volunteers distributed “Lenten Self
Denial Folders” (Figure 2.4) across the city’s black neighborhoods urging residents to
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pray for social justice in the Lenten season and to “decide here and now to deny yourself
as Christ did. Say with us, nothing new for Easter.” In a less veiled suggestion, they also
told readers to “stay out of town, the Mall, Parkway Shopping Center.” As footage from
Dr. Hereford’s documentary A Civil Rights Journey illustrates, the boycott was a
resounding success among the black community. This boycott was an economic shock
for Huntsville businesses, who for years had relied on the Easter boost to their sales.16

Figure 2.4

Lenten Self-Denial Folder to promote Blue Jeans Sunday.17

The CSC was persistent, using a variety of approaches to insist that the white
community address racial issues, beginning with sit-ins in January of 1962 and soon
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adjusting with the understanding that the city’s white institutions would require a more
powerful push toward change. The CSC’s protestors also surprised Huntsville’s leaders
with a protest on the national level. In the spring of 1962, current and former Huntsville
residents along with Alabama A&M alumni picketed in front of both the New York Stock
Exchange and the Midwest Stock Exchange in Chicago, passing out handbills with
messages such as “Don’t Invest In Huntsville Ala.: It’s Bad Business,” “Can Democratic
Defenses Be Built in an Undemocratic City?” and “To invest in Huntsville, Alabama is to
invest in segregation” (Figure 2.5). 18

Figure 2.5

Flyer handed out at New York Stock Exchange.19
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Thanks to months of pressure from the CSC, in late April of 1962 Mayor Searcy
agreed to establish a biracial committee to address the concerns of the African-American
community. Three local white businessmen, wholesale grocer Will Halsey, real estate
baron Harry Rhett Jr., and James Johnston of Johnston Concrete, agreed to participate
under the condition that their involvement would be discreet. Ultimately the city resolved
to have a trial period of desegregation of eight lunch counters in July, prearranged with
business owners, the police department, the CSC and the mayor. To deter organized
opposition by any white groups such as the Ku Klux Klan, the date was kept a secret
from the general public. On the first day of integrated dining in Huntsville, there was no
violence and not a single protest.20
While the CSC’s tactics forced the cooperation of white leadership and the
peaceful desegregation of businesses, the course of the movement in Huntsville is also
attributed to the city’s political climate. Like much of northern Alabama, Huntsville had a
reputation for being more moderate on race issues than the rest of the state. Governor
George Wallace’s style of racism found little support in Huntsville. Both times Wallace
ran for governor, in 1962 and 1966, Madison County gave Wallace a smaller percentage
of the vote than did any other Alabama county. Wallace’s extreme stance set the tone for
resistance to racial equality across the state, but Huntsville leaders tried to minimize the
local impact of Wallace’s rhetoric and politics. While 1962 saw Huntsville begrudgingly
accept the first steps of desegregation, the city’s response to Governor Wallace’s
interferences in 1963 would prove that the city was tied more closely to Washington than
to Montgomery.21
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Huntsville’s early successes seem remarkable in comparison to the violent and
protracted battle that proceeded in Birmingham, so a comparison of the two Alabama
cities can be fruitful. The frustrations of Birmingham civil rights organizers were
embodied in Police Commissioner Eugene “Bull” Connor, who embraced a public
identity devoted to maintaining separation of the races. Huntsville, on the other hand, had
no single staunch figure such as Connor to serve as a figurehead and rallying point for
segregationists. Bull Connor also served an important role for civil rights organizers, as
his violent and impetuous style ensured that any conflict with him would make headlines
across the country. In Huntsville organizers struggled to make it into the newspaper at all,
particularly in the local Huntsville Times, and were never presented with the opportunity
to face such a foe as Connor. Huntsville’s white leadership did not rely on the fear of
violence to keep protesters at bay, but rather took the approach used in Albany, Georgia,
with a police force so dedicated to matching nonviolence with nonviolence that they
dutifully arrested dozens of protestors at one sit-in after another. As Huntsville’s
protestors were peacefully arrested from all-white lunch counters and quietly taken to
jail, the CSC had to concoct its own ways to create headlines, such as the planned arrest
and imprisonment of two well-to-do black mothers, one pregnant and one with an infant
in arms, over their desire to eat at a segregated lunch counter. While Huntsville’s civil
rights leaders couldn’t always count on stirring up headlines with their protests, they did
take note of some of the most successful campaigns in other cities, such as Nashville’s
Easter Sunday shopping boycott that was replicated in Huntsville as Blue Jeans Sunday.
Birmingham’s deep racial tensions coupled with a white supremacist figurehead in Bull
Connor to create a powder keg that wouldn’t be found in Huntsville. Instead, the CSC
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had to think closely about what tactics would pinpoint Huntsville’s particular interests
and develop targeted protest techniques to hit the city’s weak points.22

ii. 1963: Battling Against the Governor
After the successes of 1962, Huntsville prepared for another battle as Governor
Wallace challenged the admission of Dave McGlathery and Marvin Carroll to the
University of Alabama at Huntsville in June of 1963. CSC committee member Dr. John
Cashin recruited these two black professionals involved in missile research at Redstone
Arsenal to apply for continuing education credits from the university. The press, the
Attorney General’s office, and the FBI speculated over whether Wallace would make his
stand against desegregation in Huntsville. The 169th Combat Engineering Group of the
National Guard was even federalized in anticipation of a standoff in Huntsville. When the
time came to admit the students in June, Wallace did interfere by changing the
registration days for several state universities at the last minute, ostensibly to allow for
movement of state troopers between the universities. Fortunately for Huntsville, the
governor chose to make his “stand in the schoolhouse door” on June 11 in Tuscaloosa
rather than the Rocket City, much to the relief of McGlathery as he enrolled at UAH
without any problems on June 14 1963 (Figure 2.6). Ironically enough, the state’s
university color barrier had been broken quietly on the Alabama A&M College campus
in Huntsville two days earlier, as on June 11 a white man named Robert Muckel enrolled
at the traditionally black college with no attention from Governor Wallace. Muckel, a
science teacher from Nebraska, did not know that Alabama A&M was a historically black
school when he enrolled in the school’s summer institute for teachers, and was surprised
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to learn that he was in fact breaking new ground in the fight for racial equality in the
state.23

Figure 2.6

David McGlathery enrolls at the University of Alabama in Huntsville.24

Huntsville would not be able to avoid intervention from the governor as it
prepared for the court-ordered desegregation of four of its public schools. This battle
began on the coattails of the successes of 1962, as the CSC recruited several AfricanAmerican families who were willing to file a lawsuit demanding the right to enroll in allwhite schools despite serious intimidation and threats of violence from the white
community. Judge H.H. Grooms of the U.S. District Court in Birmingham ruled on
August 13 1963 that Huntsville had to begin integration that fall. On Tuesday September
3, the first scheduled day of school, four African-American students prepared to be the
first to integrate Alabama’s public schools: Sonnie W. Hereford III at Fifth Avenue
School, Victoria Pearson at Rison Junior High, John Brewton at East Clinton School, and
David Piggee at Terry Heights School.25
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As these families and others made their way to schools across the city, Governor
Wallace dispatched state troopers to block students and faculty from entering the four
schools to be integrated. Wallace unexpectedly ordered the Huntsville Board of
Education delay the opening of all city schools until Friday September 6, apparently in
exchange for a promise not to interfere in Huntsville’s schools in any other way. As they
were turned away from their schools and returned to their homes, families were
disappointed at this obstruction and hoped that Wallace’s intervention would stop there
(Figure 2.7). That day the Huntsville Citizens’ Committee for Better Schools sent a
telegram to Wallace in which they urged him “to reconsider any action you may
contemplate that would interfere with the orderly and peaceable conduct of free public
education in Huntsville.” Huntsville Mayor R.B. Searcy told the New York Times that he
wished Wallace had not closed the schools “since we are getting along all right here. And
I didn’t see any reason for not opening our schools. We would not have had any
trouble.”26
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Figure 2.7

Sonnie Hereford IV and Dr. Sonnie Hereford III leave Fifth Avenue
School.27

At 6:20 a.m. on Friday September 6, parents were disappointed to hear Wallace’s
state troopers announce over local radio that the four schools to be desegregated would be
closed again until Monday September 9. The Board of Education “quickly issued a
statement saying that as far as it was concerned, the schools were open.” State troopers
blocked the doors to the schools and faced crowds of almost 200 parents who “made it
plain that they resented what many of them called an ‘invasion’ by the governor’s
forces.” Some families pushed their way through the line of troopers, while others
confronted or stared silently at the men carrying out the governor’s orders (Figure 2.8).
The New York Times reported that one mother, upon being told by a state trooper that the
governor had closed the schools that day, fumed, “Well if that’s the way Governor
Wallace does things, he ought to be hanged.”28
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Figure 2.8

Unhappy Huntsville mother at Fifth Avenue School.29

Much of Huntsville’s white leadership clearly resented Wallace’s involvement
and would have preferred to proceed in desegregation without his attention. Huntsville
Chief of Police Chris Spurlock described the governor’s actions to the New York Times as
“a tyrannical use of power” and noted that the city would have preferred to handle
desegregation on its own: “The police department didn’t invite them [the troopers] here
and didn’t want them here.” He continued: “If it isn’t evident to all the world today that
that the executive head of our [state] government is a sick man, then by God, none of us
are discerning enough to read the facts. To say I’m disappointed is to try to be kind.”
These strong words from the chief of police illustrate an important difference between
Huntsville and other Alabama cities where law enforcement actively opposed
desegregation, such as Bull Connor’s Birmingham police force and Jim Clark’s deputies
in Selma.30
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Huntsville Mayor R.B. Searcy told the New York Times that he wished Wallace
had not closed the schools “since we are getting along all right here. And I didn’t see any
reason for not opening our schools. We would not have had any trouble.” He indicted
Wallace for his hypocrisy on the matter, telling the New York Times that the governor
“sits down and out of one side of his mouth he criticizes the President of the United
States [Kennedy] for interfering with states’ rights, and at the same time he’s doing the
same thing himself with cities’ rights.”31
In a sharp contrast to their initial reactions to the civil rights movement in town,
The Huntsville Times lambasted Wallace and fumed that Huntsville’s school children had
been “used as pawns” in the governor’s “long-standing feud with the federal authorities.”
An editorial seethed at the governor: “Apparently, he places his own political ambitions
above the welfare of the school children he has pledged to aid.” The newspaper urged,
“All Huntsville should let the governor know that this community bitterly resents the
senseless and shameful actions of the day.”32
Huntsville residents took that advice to heart and did not hold back their fury with
Wallace. On Monday September 9, the new date set for the start of classes, the governor
was served with a restraining order against any further interference in school
desegregation in Huntsville, to include any “failure to maintain peace and order within
and around the schools.” The CSC, with the assistance of NAACP Legal Defense and
Education Fund associate counsel Constance Baker Motley, had filed the restraining
order in Birmingham’s District Court on Friday after Wallace’s second attempt to block
integration in Huntsville. Faced with the restraining order, Wallace did not offer any
further resistance to Huntsville’s desegregation. Instead, he sent state troopers to block
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students from integrating schools in Mobile, Birmingham, and Tuskegee. Monday in
Huntsville found just a few local policemen to monitor the schools, and four Huntsville
city public schools became the first in the state to desegregate.33

Figure 2.9

Governor reads “Huntsville Defies Wallace” in The Birmingham News.34
iii. The Struggle Continues

The CSC gave momentum to the movement, but the presence and influence of
Marshall Space Flight Center and Redstone Arsenal undeniably affected the way
Huntsville negotiated the civil rights movement of the 1960s. These federal installations
affiliated with NASA and the U.S. Army brought welcome federal money into the area,
attracted a new population of educated whites from outside the South, and led to the
direct involvement of the federal government in Huntsville’s racial affairs. Washington’s
investment in Huntsville via MSFC and Redstone Arsenal was fundamental to the city’s
success and economic boom in the 1950s through 1970s. Correspondingly, most
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understood that the federal interest in Huntsville made it critical that the city stay far from
the type of racism that characterized many headlines coming from Alabama.
Huntsville leaders weighed their options but knew that it would be difficult or
impossible to uphold both white supremacy and federal investment in the city. In a 1963
letter to Alabama’s segregationist Governor George Wallace, J.A. Barclay of Northrop
Space Laboratories, a federal contractor in Huntsville, explained that on the day after
Governor Wallace’s infamous “segregation now, segregation tomorrow, segregation
forever” inaugural speech, “two engineers with graduate degrees who had agreed to move
to Huntsville [from Los Angeles] changed their minds with the explanation that ‘they
didn’t want to get into a racial mess.’” Barclay’s experience illustrated the worst fears of
Huntsville’s contractors and business leaders, as well as many others who had profited
from the growth which federal investment brought to the city.35
Although organized local civil rights demonstrations began in early 1962,
Marshall administrators were not concerned with race in Huntsville until headlines from
Birmingham in 1963 brought Alabama national attention for its opposition to
desegregation. Soon NASA Administrator James Webb was investigating equal
employment opportunity for blacks in Huntsville on behalf of the President’s Committee
on Equal Employment Opportunity. Some in the city thought their fears had materialized
in 1964 when the New York Times reported Webb’s warning that “some research work
would have to be switched from Huntsville to New Orleans because the space agency
found it difficult to attract seasoned executives to Alabama.”36
Webb’s investigation of federal employment practices at MSFC spurred attempts
to rectify some of the racial inequalities there. Marshall established an affirmative action
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program in 1963 and soon began working closely with Alabama A&M College and
Oakwood College, historically black colleges in the city, to improve their engineering
education programs. MSFC also offered internships and other incentives for educated
blacks entering the Marshall workforce, and worked closely with the city’s contractors to
create equal employment opportunity for blacks. The biggest challenge to equal
employment was the lack of adequate scientific and technical education available to
many African-Americans, and Marshall would continue to struggle with the issue into the
next decade.37
Marshall Space Flight Center and Redstone Arsenal were federally mandated to
make steps toward racial equality, but Huntsville’s federal contractors joined the effort at
the suggestion of James Webb, NASA Administrator. Webb explicitly requested that area
contractors organize to work for progress in race relations; as a result, the Association of
Huntsville Area Contractors (AHAC) formed in the summer of 1963. Huntsville’s federal
connection meant many lucrative contracts for these businessmen, and they began efforts
to shrink the disparity between the races in the city. AHAC pledged to increase minority
employment, provide financial aid to black public schools and colleges, and press for
equal facilities and opportunities for both races. The city’s industrial expansion
committee, headed by local businessmen, pursued a course that put “the city’s economic
boom…ahead of segregationist feelings” and “[made] it plain that they are not going to
allow their boom to be jeopardized by a poor racial reputation.”38
This examination of the course of the civil rights movement brings to light the
interplay of state and federal government in Huntsville. The city’s leaders worked hard to
maintain Huntsville’s position as the recipient of much federal attention and money.
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Understandably, the city’s allegiances may have swayed toward Washington as an
increasing number of Huntsville paychecks came from the government pocketbook.
Governor George Wallace made few friends in the city when he brought his brand of
racism to Huntsville and further reminded the city that it looked to Washington rather
than Montgomery for leadership. Wallace’s own battle against federal authorities and
President Kennedy was fresh in peoples’ minds as the governor imposed his authority
upon Huntsville schools, and many recognized Wallace’s hypocrisy on the matter of
intervention in local affairs.
Huntsville experienced the civil rights movement in a unique way due to the
combination of federal involvement, savvy and determined grassroots organization, and a
population eager to move into a future of progress and expansion for north Alabama.
Despite its boom and transformation, Huntsville was still at heart a town run by whites in
one of the most virulently racist states in the union. For decades African Americans in
Huntsville faced the harsh and degrading realities of life in a segregated society.
Although it was hard to turn away from entrenched southern racism, Huntsville’s
leadership adopted a moderate stance on race after the CSC forced them to consider what
was at stake for the city. For many years, however, the city continued to struggle with
employment inequalities between the races. Marshall and Redstone were especially
troubled by this problem as they were expected to conform to Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission requirements. Science recognized Huntsville’s unique position
in 1967, writing that despite the city’s progress, “Alabama’s reputation in the race
relations field still bears the imprint of George Wallace and of Jim Clark. [Sheriff in
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Selma, AL] The pervasiveness of the image created by the ultrasegregationists does an
injustice to Huntsville and the rest of Alabama’s Tennessee Valley area.”39
Huntsville’s experiences illustrate a lesson in the real depth of racial inequality in
cities across the country. Although it accomplished school desegregation in 1963, the city
has been struggling for fifty years to accomplish a unified school system without severe
racial imbalances. As explained by U.S. District Court Judge Madeline Haikala who
oversaw the recent review of the case against Huntsville City Schools, “the fact that the
district integrated the student bodies of many of its schools in the early 1970s does not
automatically lead to the conclusion that the district does not currently operate a dual
system.” Even after the de jure equality that the gains of 1963 afforded, the city struggled
terribly to overcome the de facto segregation that still exists across the city’s
neighborhoods and communities.40
Huntsville proceeded slowly into school desegregation, enrolling only a handful
of black students into any given school in the years following the successes of 1963. By
1964 the District Court was unsatisfied with Huntsville’s steps toward integration.
Pressure continued to mount throughout the decade and then intensified as the Justice
Department intervened in April of 1966, beginning a decades-long dialogue with the city.
Huntsville struggled to design a school desegregation plan that would be amenable both
to the city’s citizens and to the Justice Department, shattering the hopes of white
leadership that their early and token desegregation would help them avoid unwelcome
attention and pressure from the federal level. White leaders at MSFC, Redstone, and the
city’s federal contractors would also be disappointed to find themselves tasked with
solving the long and difficult problem of racially unequal school and college curriculums
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in order to bring more racial equality in their hiring practices. Huntsville’s black and
white leadership saw important successes in the early 1960s, but both were disappointed
and stymied by the deeper problems that would continue to impede true racial equality
for the city.41
The trajectory of the civil rights movement in Huntsville might seem to lend itself
to claims of victory for all involved. African-Americans saw Huntsville lead the state in
desegregation of public facilities and schools, and the city’s white leadership could claim
Huntsville’s progressive identity led them to support these changes. However, a more
somber evaluation would conclude that the movement resulted in both victories and
defeats for most players in this drama. Huntsville, like cities across the country, would
soon realize that the realities of de facto segregation posed a much more difficult problem
than did establishing de jure equality. While the African-American community saw
tangible gains in their ability to vote in elections, dine across the city, or enroll in
previously all-white schools, they would see progress slow as the 1960s progressed into
the 1970s.
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CHAPTER IV

EXHIBIT EXECUTION

The ultimate goal of this project was to introduce more people to the history of
the civil rights movement in Huntsville. In order to achieve this, I had to consider the best
way to present the story of the civil rights movement while incorporating the many
photographs, oral history interviews, documentary film, primary sources, and original
artifacts I had gathered. The exhibit would share information with young and old, and
gather new information about the community’s reaction to the exhibit and their memories
of the civil rights movement itself.
As my work progressed I compiled an increasingly broad range of sources
relating to the civil rights movement in Huntsville: oral history recordings, photographs,
video, local and national newspapers, Justice Department memos, grassroots planning
notes, and mentions in secondary works of history. As I updated my notes on the timeline
of Huntsville’s civil rights movement, I experienced that the collective impact of these
sources was significantly greater than could be realized by taking each alone. Scholars
had addressed particular aspects of the movement in Huntsville, but the scholarship
lacked any unified presentation of the narrative of Huntsville’s civil rights movement.
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In Power to Explore, Andrew Dunar and Stephen Waring provided an excellent
explanation of the federal government’s impact on Huntsville’s civil rights movement
through Marshall Space Flight Center. Teresa Powers DeShields’s thesis is a valuable
survey of the Community Service Committee’s organizing efforts and the grassroots
community in the 1960s, and Monique Laney’s dissertation and book provide some
explanation for the low level of involvement of German rocket scientists in racial
changes. However, never had these sources been combined with the bounty of primary
sources into a single coherent narrative of the civil rights movement in Huntsville. I
completed an extensive timeline of the movement in Huntsville, incorporating findings
from these scholars as well as media sources, and found the impact of this compilation to
be undeniable. Knowing that this information could not be found in such a condensed,
compiled form anywhere else, I knew that my exhibit would present the entire range of
this information in the same space for the first time ever.42
My research compelled me to make my findings available to the public. With
each new source I grew more surprised that this part of Huntsville’s history was unknown
to most Huntsville residents. My own struggles in finding thorough examinations of the
civil rights movement in Huntsville left me wanting to provide a single resource for
future researchers, one that would organize the many fascinating primary sources with a
comprehensive timeline of the events of the movement. Presenting this information in a
unified form would also become a significant goal of the exhibit.
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i. Exhibit Design and Installation
The exhibit fulfilled a personal goal of sharing this important history with others
through a public history project, but it originated in an academic research paper. Thus,
the research applied to the exhibit relied on concepts and context that were not likely to
be familiar to the average museum visitor. Public history requires striking a balance
between accessibility and academic exactitudes. The historian can flood an exhibit with
more information than visitors can process, a tendency I had to rein in with my own
exhibit design. The timeline allowed me to display hundreds of data points at one time,
which was part of its purpose; however, I had to discern which fascinating anecdotes
were worthy of including on exhibit panels and which would require too much
introduction or analysis to expect a visitor’s focused attention.
Some concepts could not be compromised upon, such as the importance of the
Community Service Committee’s grassroots level organization in organizing the civil
rights movement here. I expected many visitors to enter with a predisposition toward the
“great man” conception of the civil rights movement, primed to hear about how Martin
Luther King, Jr. or some other single figure led the city into the future. Contrary to that
narrative, the exhibit emphasized the cooperative aspect of activism in the city, devoting
an entire panel to the Community Service Committee and featuring their work
prominently. I am most proud of the exhibit’s work to give the CSC and its members the
credit they deserve for their hard-won victories in the city.
The current scholarship on the civil rights movement in Huntsville provided me
with a useful foundation in the course of these events, but I learned more with every
newspaper article or photograph that I found. Knowing that the exhibit would inevitably
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reach visitors who had lived in Huntsville during the civil rights movement, I set an
additional goal of gathering more information from those people through the exhibit
itself. I knew that many visitors would be introduced to this history for the first time, but
I also anticipated that some of our visitors were living in Huntsville during the civil rights
era and would carry some memories of these events. My integrative goals meant that I
would be open to the addition of new information to my exhibit and timeline, and I
eagerly hoped to elicit some memories or reflections from visitors who had lived through
the movement. I also hoped to receive feedback from visitors about whether the narrative
met their expectations of Huntsville’s history, or whether they held any information to be
added to my work.
With my hope of gaining new knowledge from Huntsville citizens who were alive
during the civil rights movement, I made a goal to ensure that visitors of all ages could
comfortably interact with the space and information presented. Elderly visitors, a critical
audience and potential source of information, would surely interact with the exhibit in a
different way than would families with children. Children would be less likely to read all
of the text on the walls or have the patience to examine each timeline date, so I hoped
they would be drawn to the video or the many photographs of children in the exhibit. I
also created an exhibit brochure designed specifically for children, introducing them to
the larger concepts of the civil rights movement and the involvement of students and
children (Appendix B). Adults and elderly visitors might be tired and uncomfortable
when standing and reading panels, so I reasoned that they would stay longer if they were
provided with seating and extra copies of the material and resources to read more closely.
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As I expected, accommodations for young and old visitors were a significant aspect of
the exhibit’s physical design.
The timing of this project also aligned with a city-wide focus on Huntsville’s civil
rights history. The years 1962, 1963, and 1964 were the most productive years of the civil
rights movement in Huntsville and were especially critical in establishing the city’s
reputation for racial progress. The fiftieth anniversary commemorations of these events
set the exhibit project in an ideal atmosphere of public curiosity about Huntsville’s past.
The exhibit came at an ideal time for encouraging visitors to incorporate knowledge
about the past into their understanding of current events in our city.
As we celebrated public commemorations of fifty years of desegregation,
Huntsville citizens also followed Huntsville City Schools’ continued struggle to establish
a unified school system. The 1962 Hereford v. Huntsville court case had ordered full
desegregation of Huntsville’s schools and the creation of a unitary school system, but
fifty years later Huntsville had yet to satisfy the court’s requirements. Beginning in 2011
Huntsville City Schools felt renewed pressure from both the District Court and the
Department of Justice, leading to consternation among local citizens about whether
rezoning would disrupt student success. As the city debated the best way to create a truly
unitary school system, the exhibit provided important context for these current events,
highlighting Huntsville’s historic desegregation battle even as current headlines
bemoaned the city’s inability to satisfy federal expectations. The exhibit explained the
historic struggles that formed the foundations of Huntsville’s ongoing desegregation
battle. Hopefully, visitors left with a better understanding of how the decisions in our
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city’s past led to the continuing inequalities with which Huntsville continued to
struggle.43
The exhibit’s location at Burritt on the Mountain was an important way to bring
this history to new audiences. Created as Huntsville’s first museum in 1955, Burritt on
the Mountain is located atop Monte Sano Mountain and overlooks the city. The
museum’s membership consists largely of middle and upper class white families, and
boasts a healthy volunteer base consisting largely of retirees. The museum is
geographically closest to more affluent Huntsville neighborhoods such as Blossomwood,
Monte Sano, and Hampton Cove. With its placement at Burritt, the exhibit reached a
demographic group who likely were not exposed to stories of the hardships of
segregation in Huntsville, or who hadn’t been told about the hard work of so many in our
city toward racial equality fifty years prior. By recognizing the achievements of the
African-American community, the exhibit also encouraged new attendance by families of
color who might not otherwise have considered a visit to Monte Sano, a white-dominated
part of the city with a history as a mountaintop resort village. The exhibit integrated
important resources into an easily understood format for a wide range of museum
visitors, and by its very time and place it achieved important goals for Huntsville.
Integration of a wide range of resources became the most compelling goal of
“This is Rocket City, U.S.A.” With it came the challenge of how to best organize the
information contained in the exhibit. Faced with a sizable collection of primary and
secondary source information in a wide range of formats such as photographs, dates,
videos, newspapers, oral history interviews, and artifacts, I had to decide how to bring all
of these resources together coherently. My personal experience revealed that these
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resources carried a far greater emotional impact when considered together, rather than as
individual data points. The challenge came with how to best share so many types and
pieces of historical information with the public, while maintaining accessibility and an
intelligible exhibit narrative.
As my initial research grew I accumulated one record after another of civil rights
activism, compiling them into a single timeline for clarity. This process revealed the
impact of these disparate events when taken together, leading to my conclusion that the
exhibit must include a timeline of civil rights activities. I debated over what format would
be best for presenting this timeline to the public in an understandable way. The
distribution of activities and points on the timeline was one of its most distinctive and
impressive features, illustrating the ebbs and flows of activism and the city’s responses. I
planned to communicate this to the public by making the timeline as complete and
thorough as possible. The timeline ran along the perimeter wall of the exhibit space,
beginning in the sitting room and continuing along the outside wall of the space as it
entered the main room and ended at the hallway exit. The timeline’s course would be
interrupted periodically by the windows containing panels, as well as by the closets in the
room and the fireplace in the room. Ultimately this timeline became a visually intriguing
aspect of the exhibit as it grew into a web of colors, images, dates, and primary sources
revealing that Huntsville’s civil rights movement was supported by the persistence of
regular activism.
The exhibit also had to be designed to appeal to a wide range of visitors. As I
shared my research with the public, it became clear that very few of any age understood
the full story of Huntsville’s civil rights movement. I particularly wanted to be sure that
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elderly visitors would have a range of options available to make them comfortable during
their visit and to make the information easily accessible. Those who lived through the
movement in Huntsville were a critical segment of my audience, and it was important to
accommodate their needs such as plentiful seating and large print text. I regret that
Huntsville’s schoolchildren aren’t taught their own city’s civil rights history in school, so
I resolved to provide Burritt’s youngest visitors with tools to understand this part of our
city’s history. In addition, I wanted children to find what intrigued them about the exhibit
and take home a message about Huntsville’s history.
The diversity of our visitors extended into the goal of making the exhibit
information accessible in a variety of ways. My informal observations of visitors showed
that they practiced a wide range of styles when viewing an exhibit. Some visitors read
every panel and label to gain as much knowledge as possible, whereas other visitors did
not devote the same time to reading and preferred to browse images instead. A significant
number of visitors seemed unable to give the exhibit the attention they wished, due to the
demands of children and others in their touring group. In designing my exhibit, I took
these facts into consideration by including a wide range of ways to absorb exhibit
information, such as using texts of various sizes to emphasize important points,
exhibiting as many photographs as possible, and including media such as the
documentary A Civil Rights Journey and the oral history interviews with Dr. Hereford
and Mrs. Marian Caudle.
The physical space at Burritt on the Mountain was the major constraint on what
the exhibit would be able to achieve. The Burritt Mansion (Fig. 4.1) was built in 1938 as
a mountain home for eccentric homeopathic doctor William H. Burritt, and has since
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been converted into a house museum and exhibit space. When I initially received
approval to present the exhibit in the Burritt Mansion, I was told to plan on using the two
exhibit rooms available in the building. The museum later had the opportunity to accept a
second exhibit during the period of my exhibit, cutting my space down to only one
exhibit room.

Figure 4.1

The Burritt Mansion at Burritt on the Mountain, built 1938.44

The exhibit occupied the back gallery of the Burritt Mansion, which posed a
unique challenge. This space consisted of what had originally served as a guest bedroom,
including an entry/sitting room connected to a larger bedroom and with an exit through a
hallway. The home is insulated with stacked straw bales, meaning that all windows in the
room and sitting room were recessed within the eighteen-inch-deep walls. These deep
windows provided ideal locations for displaying exhibit panels. The entire space was in a
“U” shape, lending itself to many possibilities for organizing the exhibit materials. The
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main room also contained a fireplace, centrally located on one wall, and two small closets
with glass doors, suitable for display use. The division into three spaces–sitting room,
main room, and hallway–would become a useful aspect of the exhibit.
When I approached Burritt’s curator Stephanie Timberlake about displaying the
exhibit in the Mansion, she gladly accepted the offer but noted the museum could not
provide a very sizable budget for my use. Her annual budget for all four seasonally
changing exhibits was approximately $500, so I would need to minimize all expenses in
creating my exhibit. This situation is a common one in non-profit historical institutions
across the country, thus the limitations proved to be helpful practice in working with
these constraints. The small budget for this project made it impossible to employ a
professional graphic design firm for the creation of the exhibit panels. Consequently, I
learned the basic uses of the graphic design program InDesign for the purposes of
creating exhibit panels and materials. This was in itself a challenge, but a useful and
important skill to have in a field when many have to act as a “jack-of-all-trades.”
The limited budget necessitated the use of less technology than I would have
preferred given a larger budget. The oral history recordings were presented on compact
disks in portable hand-held players with headphones, which were borrowed from the
Mansion’s docent program. A printed and laminated guide to the recordings accompanied
the disks (Appendix B). The DVD of A Civil Rights Journey was shown on a large, boxy
television housed on a rolling cart. In an ideal world, the exhibit could have included
interactive features housed on computer screens or tablets, allowing visitors to choose
their level of depth by accessing oral histories, videos, photos, and primary sources
digitally on a single device.45
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Knowing that the exhibit would present a wide range of resources as well as a
comprehensive timeline of the civil rights movement, the “U” shape of the exhibit space
and the division into three spaces proved very useful. I resolved that the exhibit area
should provide a variety of opportunities for learning in different formats, an approach
well suited to the semi-divided exhibit space. The sitting room provided a venue for the
documentary A Civil Rights Journey. The deep windows along the perimeter of the sitting
and main room held seven thematically and chronologically arranged panels. The
perimeter wall of the sitting and main rooms provided an almost-continuous line of space
and empty walls for display of the timeline and its many affiliated images and text boxes.
The center of the main room was suited for a seated area in which to browse oral history
recordings. The two small corner closets in the main room were useful locations to
highlight important contextual information. The third part of the exhibit space, the exit
hallway, became a showcase of primary sources and a space for visitor feedback.
Visitors entered the exhibit space through the sitting room (Figure 4.2 & 4.3) The
size of the room, as well as the knowledge that every exhibit visitor would pass through
this space, led to the placement in that room of a television and DVD player showing A
Civil Rights Journey. This compelling footage from Huntsville provided an excellent
introduction or “hook” into the reality of the movement in our city, piquing visitors’
curiosity before they entered the main exhibit room. The right side of the sitting room
contained the television and two chairs for seated viewing. Upon the television cart was
placed information about the operation of the television and the opportunity to purchase
the documentary as well as Dr. Hereford’s memoir Beside the Troubled Waters in the
museum gift shop. Having been so affected by both the book and documentary, I felt it
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important to share the opportunity with visitors by offering both for sale to the public.
This proved a small challenge in itself. Beside the Troubled Waters was out of print at the
time and despite the best efforts of Burritt’s gift shop management and the work of the
publisher, we found only five copies we could offer for sale. Luckily, Dr. Hereford was
able to include our order with his own to produce DVD copies of A Civil Rights Journey
for sale at Burritt. Over the entire exhibit term of two months, all five books were sold
and five DVDs were sold as well.

Figure 4.2

Sitting room of exhibit space, view looking right
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Figure 4.3

Sitting room of exhibit space, view looking left

I viewed the panels placed in each windowsill as an opportunity to share main
points and themes as well as to highlight especially compelling information. Ultimately
the seven panels each addressed a theme of the movement in a roughly chronological
order. Each of these panels can be viewed in Appendix A. The first panel, housed in the
sitting room, served as an introduction to the exhibit and to the history of the civil rights
movement in Huntsville. A visitor who read this panel would still gain knowledge about
the context, activities, and significance of the movement in Huntsville. The remaining six
panels were displayed on windowsills in the main exhibit room and covered,
respectively: the topics of segregated life, early sit-ins and the CSC’s savvy organization
of the movement, public school integration, federal pressure on MSFC and Redstone, and
the prolonged struggle for racial equality in public schools through the 1970s to today.
The second panel, located in the main exhibit room, introduced the nature of
segregated life in Huntsville with images of segregated facilities and description of the
everyday injustices of racially segregated life in the city. It also incorporated statistical
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information about the economic inequalities that African-Americans in the city faced.
The third panel explored the momentous events of early 1962, when African-American
students joined together in protest against discrimination by beginning a sit-in campaign
and then adding poster walks and theater protests. Photos of students at lunch counters in
Huntsville accompanied text describing the protestors’ experiences and tactics. Panel four
examined the Community Service Committee’s founding and its innovative tactics, with
text incorporating primary sources and accompanied by photographs of CSC activists in
Huntsville as well as Martin Luther King, Jr.’s visit to the city. Moving chronologically,
the fifth panel explored the wins and losses of 1963’s campaign to desegregate
Huntsville’s schools. This panel includes the successes at the University of Alabama in
Huntsville and Alabama A&M College and also tracks the weeklong saga of the city’s
battle against Governor Wallace for public school integration with compelling photos of
students attempting to integrate schools. The sixth panel focused on MSFC and Redstone
Arsenal. It explained the statistical inequalities between the races in federal industries and
illustrating the federal presence in the city with photos of President Kennedy’s visits to
MSFC and text describing the pressure that Huntsville’s federal installations faced from
the Justice Department, upper leadership of NASA, and the EEOC. The seventh and final
panel focused on the long civil rights movement and the challenges that civil rights
progress faced in Huntsville in the later 1960s and the 1970s. It included photos of
continuing desegregation and Butler High School students protesting the removal of the
Confederate flag and school fight song “Dixie” from their school events in 1971 (Figure
4.4). This panel emphasized that despite the successes of the early 1960s seen in the early
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panels of the exhibit, problems continued to surface and proved themselves troublesome
to the community.

Figure 4.4

Butler High School students protest ban on Confederate battle flag.46

These seven panels were accompanied by the exhibit timeline, which followed the
perimeter of the exhibit space and was interrupted by the windows containing the panels.
The exhibit panels corresponded roughly chronologically with their physical placement
within the timeline, so that visitors could easily move their gaze between the events they
read about on the panels and the corresponding timeline dates. It was a priority to make
the timeline as comprehensive as possible, especially so that visitors could recognize and
appreciate the physical representation of how much activism increased in Huntsville in
1962 and 1963.
It proved difficult to include all of this information on a single panel. I chose
instead to make the timeline visually intriguing by crafting the entire representation out
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of lengths of colored strings connecting dates, photographs, and timeline information
(Figure 4.5). Blue strings indicated national and state news, red strings denoted activity
related to Huntsville’s federal economy, and yellow strings marked the activities of the
organized civil rights movement in Huntsville. The timeline began in the sitting room
with the year 1950 and spanned the entire exhibit area as it moved across the decades and
to the year 1980. Ultimately this resulted in a compelling and visually intriguing
expression of the volume and nature of activities affecting the movement in Huntsville.

Figure 4.5

Timeline as seen in exhibit, showing events of early spring of 1962.47

The earliest years of the timeline illustrated Huntsville’s rapid growth in the years
around World War II with important dates such as the arrival of the German rocket team
and the city’s booming population and industries. It also highlighted Huntsville’s
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continued racial inequality with a chart providing data on Huntsville City Schools’
student enrollment by race from 1911-1962. The timeline also included national news
headlines such as the Brown v. Board decision, the fate of the Freedom Riders in
Alabama, and President Eisenhower’s visit to Huntsville to commemorate MSFC’s
opening. Beginning on January 3 1962, the timeline becomes increasingly crowded for
the next several years, illustrating the huge amount of activity surrounding the local black
community’s active demands for their civil rights. The timeline held particular impact for
January and February of 1962, where visitors could see that the timeline was crowded
with sit-ins, protests, and meetings with the mayor as the movement gained momentum.
The years 1962 and 1963 were busy with the events of the movement, and the timeline
illustrates how the CSC’s various goals overlapped each other as school integration
requests began shortly after the final desegregation of the city’s businesses, and MSFC
employees complained of discrimination before the city finally conceded to public
desegregation.
It was important that 1962 and 1963 be as complete as possible in order to
illustrate the huge number of organized civil rights events that occurred in the city in
those years. However, it was equally important that the timeline continue well beyond
these two pivotal years to include the much longer and protracted struggle that the city’s
civil rights advocates faced well through the 1970s and into the present. Throughout the
rest of the 1960s, the timeline acknowledged the steps the city continued to make toward
integration and also highlighted the points where federal authorities were more vocal
about their dissatisfaction with the speed of those changes. This illustrated that the longer
movement in Huntsville was characterized by back-and-forth between local school
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officials and the Justice Department in efforts to achieve school equality. In August of
1970, the Justice Department filed a motion requesting that Huntsville’s Board of
Education take further action to desegregate the school system, arguing that the city’s
“Freedom-of-Choice” plan to allow black students to voluntarily enroll in majority-white
schools would be an insufficient solution. The city was still operating under a dual school
system, as illustrated by a chart on the exhibit timeline illustrating the percentage of black
students in each of Huntsville’s city schools. This data highlighted the serious
inequalities that still persisted in the school system with the city’s schools ranging from
zero or 0.44% African-American students in mostly white communities to those that were
99.79% black in the predominantly black communities. The long movement in Huntsville
spanned many debates between the Justice Department, the Board of Education, and
Huntsville’s citizens, including the 1971 court order prohibiting the Butler High School
Rebels from using the Confederate battle flag and the song “Dixie” in support of their
mascot, and a controversial 1975 decision to bus many city students to different schools.
Huntsville also saw a boom in private school enrollment as an all-white alternative to
integrated public schools. Prior to desegregation, there was only one private school in
Huntsville. By 1977, there were twenty-three primarily all-white church and private
schools that offered an alternative education for families opposed to the state of the
public school system. The timeline played a critical role in illustrating some of the most
important messages about Huntsville’s civil rights movement, such as the intensity of
1962 and 1963 and the struggles for de facto changes which continue to the present.48
The exhibit room’s size allowed for an island of seven chairs in the center of the
room, surrounding one rectangular table (Figure 4.6). This left ample space for those who
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chose to stand and read the exhibit panels or timelines, but also provided seating for those
who preferred it. The table held small copies of each exhibit panel in a size that could
easily be read while seated for comfort, accompanied by several binders of primary
sources related to Huntsville’s civil rights history and the current press reaction to the
fiftieth anniversary of these events. These primary source binders allowed visitors to
interact personally with the compelling primary resources that had aided in my narration
of the history. The binder’s contents included CSC planning minutes, Justice Department
memos, articles from the New York Times and The Huntsville Times, and printed
materials used to promote civil rights protests and activities such as Blue Jeans Sunday.
This island of seating also served as the base for the oral history recordings that
accompanied the exhibit. Seven handheld CD players each played thirty-one different
selections from interviews with Dr. Sonnie Hereford and Mrs. Marian Caudle. A singlepage guide to the recordings accompanied the CD players, guiding visitors to the
recordings most relevant to their interests (Appendix B). Throughout the room, small
blue icons directed visitors to the CD track that would provide them with more
knowledge about a particular timeline event or exhibit panel theme.
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Figure 4.6

Exhibit room as seen from sitting room.49

These oral history recordings of interviews with Dr. Sonnie Hereford III and Mrs.
Marian Caudle were an important aspect of the exhibit, and I found many visitors seated
and listening, engrossed in the recordings. I was able to use these recordings only with
the assistance of several individuals. Dr. Jack Ellis and Dr. Sonnie Hereford agreed to
allow me to reproduce and use the recording of their 1997 interviews used in authoring
Dr. Hereford’s memoir Beside the Troubled Waters. Lucas Hopkins, an undergraduate
student at the University of Alabama in Huntsville, expressed interest in conducting an
oral history interview with someone involved in the civil rights movement as part of an
assignment for a course in Public History. I immediately supported the idea. Lucas
independently found and interviewed Mrs. Marian Caudle, a Huntsville resident who had
been among the first African-Americans to integrate Butler High School. Her
recollections proved to be an important addition to the exhibit experience, and I am
grateful both to her and to Lucas for their assistance in the exhibit project. Ultimately the
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work that Lucas and Mrs. Caudle achieved was an important contribution to the exhibit’s
goals of integrating a wide variety of resources, as their oral history interviews captured
memories of the movement that had never before been recorded and became a
compelling multimedia experience for visitors. In one example, Mrs. Caudle recounts that
sit-inners were regularly locked out of the Huntsville Walgreen’s and would sit on the
store’s stoop instead. She recalls that in one instance, as the protestors went to rest on the
stoop they found themselves doused with urine that was poured onto their heads by
laughing white students leaning out the windows of the floor above them. To my
knowledge, this incident had never been recorded before, illustrating the value of this
compilation of resources. This story and many others, told in the words and voices of the
people who remembered them, played a critical role in the exhibit by allowing visitors to
connect with their fellow Huntsville residents who lived through the civil rights era.
The glass-doored closets in the exhibit room allowed me to highlight aspects of
Huntsville’s story that would not have fit naturally within the other exhibit components
such as the timeline or panels (Figure 4.7 & 4.8). The first of these closets, titled “White
Backlash,” was located at roughly the year 1963 on the exhibit timeline, providing an
ideal opportunity to highlight the genuine white resistance to the civil rights movement in
Huntsville. Upon the three shelves of this closet I displayed photographs of angry white
families during Huntsville’s school integration, and newspaper articles describing white
resistance to the civil rights movement such as the acid attacks on both black and white
sit-inners. The second corner closet, titled “What was happening in the rest of Alabama?”
was situated near the year 1965 on the timeline and addressed the activities of the civil
rights movement in the rest of the state. There I displayed several iconic photographs of
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the violence in Birmingham along with an introduction to the Birmingham Campaign.
Also included were images of the Selma-to-Montgomery March and a summary of the
events of the march. Below the images of Selma sat an original artifact, the doctor’s bag
which accompanied Dr. Sonnie Hereford to the second Selma-to-Montgomery March as
he volunteered his medical skills for any marcher in need of aid. In his words, Dr.
Hereford was frustrated with the slowing pace of the movement in Huntsville by 1965
and was energized to learn about the Selma march. He, along with several other CSC
volunteers, drove to Selma to support the second Selma-to-Montgomery march, doctor’s
bag in tow.50

Figure 4.7

Closet display covering white backlash.51
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Figure 4.8

Closet display covering civil rights activism elsewhere in Alabama.52

The exhibit included a range of artifacts on display, but one stood out as the most
compelling and conversation-provoking of all. From the personal collection of Dr.
Waymon Burke came a large and heavy iron sign reading “Welcome to Alabama except integrationists and mongrelizers. KKK of C” (Figure 4.9). Dr. Burke found the sign on
the side of the road near Cullman, Alabama, north of Birmingham, while working with
the Highway Department as a college student, and has kept it in his personal collection as
a reminder of the state’s past. I first encountered the sign on display in Dr. Burke’s
exhibit at the Huntsville public library in 2013 and immediately felt its emotional impact.
When he graciously offered to loan it for my project, I knew it would be one of the most
powerful aspects of the exhibit experience. Because of its large size and weight, it was
difficult to find an appropriate location for display of the sign. Ultimately, it stood in
front of a small wall in the main exhibit room, guarded behind a rope barrier. The sign
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was hidden from guests when first entering the exhibit, and many did not notice it until
they had advanced over half of the exhibit timeline. This was intentional, as I did not
want the “KKK sign” to be the first image that visitors saw upon entering the exhibit.
Rather, it surprised them by appearing in their peripheral vision as they learned more
about the realities of segregated life and the civil rights movement in Huntsville. The
dramatic nature of the sign caused some anxiety for a few Burritt on the Mountain staff
members, with one even speculating over whether some exhibit visitors would feel
compelled to desecrate the sign out of anger at its message. Despite these concerns, I felt
confident that the sign would provide a tangible illustration of the shocking realities of
racism and segregation in Alabama. It did serve as a conversation starter, as I often found
groups of visitors gathered around it in discussion. I was fascinated by the responses of
students to the sign, as I will explore in further detail below.

Figure 4.9

KKK sign.53
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The final aspect of the exhibit experience would be the exit hallway, with one
wall available for exhibit displays. Here, in a display case that filled two-thirds of the
available wall space, I exhibited primary sources – both those originals on loan to me
from Dr. Waymon Burke, and high-quality copies of originals, each with their own
explanatory label (Figure 4.10). These photographs, documents, and newspaper clippings
created a significant impact when displayed together, and a small sign invited visitors to
read them more closely in the seated area if they preferred. The inclusion of these
primary sources, as well as their reproduction in the binders mentioned above, felt like a
crucial part of the exhibit. Primary sources can seem inaccessible and arcane to some, but
they were the most historically exciting aspects of my research and I felt compelled to
share them with the public as well. Visitors enjoyed examining the photos of the first
integrated classrooms in the city, reading the minutes of the CSC’s meetings, and looking
closely at the promotional materials that the CSC shared to grow support for their Blue
Jeans Sunday event and their Stock Exchange protests.

Figure 4.10

Primary source display in hallway.54
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At the end of this exit hallway I hung a bulletin board inviting feedback from
visitors and asking particular questions of them, such as if they had any comments about
the exhibit contents or whether they felt this history impacted Huntsville today (Figure
4.11). Plain white notecards accompanied the board, along with instructions to place the
notecard in a nearby binder to share your comments or to slip the notecard into a
confidential envelope to keep your comments private. This feature addressed two goals:
receiving feedback from the public on their thoughts about the exhibit, both positive and
negative; and encouraging the contributions of community members who had something
to share about their experiences during the civil rights period. Visitors did engage in this
aspect of the exhibit, with response cards coming from children, parents and grandparents
sharing their thoughts about the exhibit and its contents. Many of their responses can be
found in the appendix to this work (Appendix B).

Figure 4.11

Exhibit feedback board.55
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To accommodate the wide range of exhibit-viewing styles, I wanted to make it as
easy as possible to absorb the exhibit information. For those who would only glance at
the printed exhibit panels, I made the most compelling facts stand out on the panel and
included a large quantity of photographs throughout the exhibit. For those who preferred
to absorb as much information as possible, I provided opportunities for further depth such
as markers connecting the panels to related oral history recordings. With the addition of a
seating area showing footage from Dr. Hereford’s documentary A Civil Rights Journey in
the sitting room and an additional seating area in the main room offering access to oral
history recordings, binders of primary sources, and more recent articles about the fiftieth
anniversary and commemoration, the exhibit accommodated those who chose to vary the
depth of their learning as well as those who preferred to be seated for their own comfort.
In designing the exhibit space and panels, I relied on several books with practical
advice about applying exhibit design theory to small museums and small budgets. I found
Exhibit Makeovers: a Do-It-Yourself Workbook for Small Museums by Alice Parman and
Jeffrey J. Flowers to be very helpful in conceptualizing and designing the exhibit, with its
easy template pages for thinking through exhibit goals, limitations, major themes, and the
constraints of the exhibit space. Beverly Serrell’s Exhibit Labels: an Interpretive
Approach provided me with valuable information about text size, font, paragraph design,
and design tips for my main exhibit panels. Help for the Small Museum: a Handbook of
Exhibit Ideas and Methods by Arminta Neal was also a helpful and practical guide to
making the most of exhibit space and designing the exhibit to best suit the museum’s
visitors and their needs.
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Ultimately, the execution of the exhibit was heavily influenced by the nature of
the exhibit space in the Burritt Mansion and the low budget of the project. Despite these
challenges, the exhibit ultimately used the space in an ideal way and accomplished many
of its goals. Through the use of the timeline, I was able to communicate the sheer mass of
civil rights events that were organized in Huntsville. The primary source binders and
hallway gave visitors access to the same documents that I found so exciting in my
investigation, and I was pleased to see visitors reading with concentration about the FBI’s
notes on desegregation, or the New York Times reports of the work being done in
Huntsville. I was able to reach visitors of all ages, accomplished with my
accommodations for the elderly such as plenty of available seating and hand-held exhibit
panels for easier reading. Children engaged with the photos of student protestors and
enjoyed the exhibit brochure that I designed specifically with them in mind.

ii. Exhibit Events and Visitation
The exhibit was well received by museum visitors and achieved many of its goals.
Over the two-month period of its display at Burritt, 2,748 visitors had the opportunity to
experience this project. A variety of public programs accompanied the exhibit, providing
greater insight into the public response. These events allowed a deeper exploration of
what this history meant for both young and old in Huntsville. The exhibit came at a time
when the city’s civil rights legacy was demonstrating its persistent impact on everyday
life in the city. The continuing struggles over the resolution of the city school system’s
1962 court-ordered desegregation provided an ideal correlation between past and present
events for adults who debated over where their children would go to school in the city.
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Student visitors could imagine the segregated schools of the past and emphasize with
first-grader Sonnie Hereford IV as he smiled in his class picture, and then look at their
own classrooms with a deepened perspective. Older adults could recollect and contribute
their own memories of the civil rights era or, as some did, marvel that they were unaware
of the dramatic events taking place in their own city.
On Saturday February 8 2014, in the exhibit’s first week, I delivered a public
lecture in the Burritt Mansion covering Huntsville’s civil rights movement. Held on a
Saturday afternoon at 1:00 p.m., the event drew an audience of about fifty visitors, most
of whom came to Burritt that day specifically to hear the lecture. This number of
attendees is far above the average for Burritt on a Saturday in dreary February. The many
unfamiliar faces in the crowd confirmed that the event’s promotion through Burritt on the
Mountain had been a success and brought new visitors to the museum. Based on the
responses of the attendees, this event also accomplished one of the major exhibit goals,
bringing this information to new audiences. This event marked the first time I presented
to a broader audience about my research, allowing me to gauge public response to my
findings. The audience seemed very receptive to the subject matter, and I thoroughly
enjoyed an engaging question-and-answer session with audience members. This first
experience confirmed my additional goal for the exhibit, gathering information about
people’s experiences. Several volunteered their information for further discussion with
me, such as one African-American man who grew up in segregated Florida, a Burritt
board member who attended a Rosenwald School and knew a local civil rights activist,
and a city School Board member who was friends with one of the few white civil rights
activists. I heard feedback from many appreciative audience members, reminding me of
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how many more stories are waiting to be told. Many in attendance that day wrote
comments in the exhibit’s response binder, and the event was a positive first experience
in presenting the exhibit research to the public.
During the exhibit’s term, I incorporated its subject matter into Burritt’s
educational programming through my position as Education Associate at the museum.
The first of these programs was a one and one-half hour class for home-schooled students
in seventh through twelfth grades, held on February 18, 2014. Joining me that day were
eighteen home school students between the ages of twelve and seventeen. The program
began with a PowerPoint presentation and discussion of local civil rights history and its
relation to the larger movement and other broad trends in history. This produced
important insights from the all-white student group and gave them the contextual
knowledge they needed to best engage with the primary sources presented in the
program’s second half. Then, I broke the students into small groups and provided each
group with a different primary source packet. Each packet included short prompts
directing investigations of primary sources such as oral history interviews, timeline data,
and attached photographs and newspaper articles. The most memorable moment of this
program came when I found a thirteen-year-old white student looking intently at the Ku
Klux Klan sign on display. When I engaged her in conversation she asked, “Is this the
same KKK from a long time ago, when they used to terrorize blacks?” I said yes, and
explained further about the context of the sign and the KKK today. Her disconnection
from the history of racial injustices spoke both to the progress made in fifty years, and to
her own understanding of how “long ago” these events had happened.
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The next program would provide an interesting contrast to the first. The Alpha
Kappa Alpha Emerging Young Leaders program contacted Burritt with an interest in
participating in the museum’s Underground Railroad program combined with a Civil
Rights program. To help tie the two subjects together, I designed a program that used
music as well as primary sources to bring the two eras into comparison. In attendance on
the first day of March were twenty middle school girls and their adult chaperones, all
African-American. After a powerpoint presentation about the subject matter of the
exhibit, the girls were broken into smaller groups, each with an adult. Each group was
provided with portable CD players containing disks I had prepared for the program, as
well as resource packets containing information about the CD’s contents and prompts to
guide their investigation of the resources. Each CD held a song related to slavery, a song
tied to the civil rights movement, and an oral history interview from the exhibit. They
enjoyed engaging with the music and both the adults and students expressed their
gratitude for this introduction to the Huntsville civil rights movement.
The most memorable moment of this program was when I found a student
pausing to reflect upon the KKK sign, just as I had seen a week earlier with the home
school student. This young woman asked me, “So is this the same KKK that is around
today?” I answered yes, and explained the sign in further context. The contrast between
the reactions of these two girls, from different races and backgrounds, was a moment that
truly affected me. I also received excellent feedback from the women who accompanied
the students on this activity.
A friend and Burritt volunteer requested that I conduct a private tour of the exhibit
on March 2, 2014 for Learning Quest, an active group of senior learners organized
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through the Huntsville-Madison County Public Library. This small group was composed
of senior citizens, all white, and many of whom had lived in Huntsville for many years.
They enjoyed the exhibit tour and their overall impression was shock that even though
they lived in Huntsville during the 1960s and onward, they had not known that any civil
rights activism had been going on in their own city.
On March 9 2014 Burritt hosted Dr. Sonnie Hereford for a lecture on his
experiences in the civil rights movement. From the time of my first meetings with Dr.
Hereford I knew I wanted to give others the chance to learn from him in person, so I was
very excited to provide the opportunity to hear him speak at the Burritt Mansion.
Unfortunately, the event had very low attendance from the public. Much to my dismay,
the only attendees were Burritt staff and family, with about twelve in total. All in
attendance thoroughly enjoyed themselves and appreciated the opportunity to hear from
Dr. Hereford, but the disappointment of the low response to the event remained wtih me.
The opportunities to share the exhibit continued even after the exhibit’s term at
Burritt ended. On May 9 2014 I joined the UAH Public History Club to present my
exhibit at a public event they hosted at Tate Farms in Meridianville, Alabama. I was able
to transport several important aspects of the exhibit, such as the panels, primary source
binders, and oral history interviews, and made them available to the many visitors who
joined us that evening for the event. The exhibit materials were presented on tables as
guests entered the event, providing every person with the opportunity to learn about
Huntsville’s civil rights movement. One visitor was delighted to purchase the final
available copy of Beside the Troubled Waters, and many expressed their pleasure at my
having made these resources available.
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On August 26 2014, I lectured on Huntsville’s civil rights movement at the
Fayetteville-Lincoln County Public Library. The event drew had a small crowd of about
twelve. Mr. Eugene Ham of Lincoln County High School was very appreciative of my
research and purchased two copies of A Civil Rights Journey to donate to the Fayetteville
library. I also met several other local residents who enjoyed the presentation. One of the
most memorable aspects of this presentation came with a white woman was a student at
Butler High School in 1971. She was particularly vocal about her thoughts on the 1971
district court decision to ban the use of the Confederate flag and the song “Dixie” in
support of the Butler High Rebels. She explained that she and many others were upset by
the decision because for them it was never a symbol of slavery, or racism, or the
Confederate States, but was an important aspect of their school pride as the “Rebels.” She
claimed that people who came to Huntsville from “up North” instigated the lawsuit, and
that the same troublemakers from “up North” were the ones who caused a knife fight at a
Butler pep rally and bonfire Butler that same year. She remembered that whites and
blacks been peacefully attending school together until they entered high school, at which
point she recalled her return to school in the fall to find that all of her black classmates
had changed into surly troublemakers. She also said she didn’t think it was fair that black
students had been allowed to wear Black Panthers t-shirts while Rebel flag t-shirts were
not allowed. She claimed that the Black Panthers were very popular among the AfricanAmerican student population at Butler. I attempted to respectfully encourage her to
consider how, whereas the Rebel flag held fond and sentimental connotations for her and
other whites, it could hold very hateful and powerfully painful associations for the black
students who entered Butler. She didn’t take to that approach, though she always
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remained respectful. When she left at the end of the night she told me that she had
enjoyed it and had been “with me up until about 1971.”
One of the greatest legacies of the exhibit would come after its conclusion. Mr.
Deane Dayton, curator of the online resource the Huntsville History Collection,
approached me immediately upon viewing the exhibit to express his interest in helping
digitize the exhibit materials. This project has since developed into a website which will
host the exhibit panels as well as the entire exhibit timeline, tied closely with all affiliated
primary sources and oral history sources. This project, when complete, will be the most
lasting and accessible legacy of this exhibit project.56
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CHAPTER III

HISTORIOGRAPHY

The civil rights movement in Huntsville has received almost no direct scholarly
examination. However, several resources proved to be absolutely critical for my
understanding of the events of the movement in Huntsville. Few of them focused on
Huntsville’s civil rights movement as their primary subject, but they provided excellent
information about both the events that transpired in Huntsville and also the forces that
shaped the course of the city’s civil rights movement. While each certainly had its own
strengths, I have addressed these works here in order of their importance and relevance to
my research.

i. Important Resources
Dr. Sonnie W. Hereford III’s memoir Beside the Troubled Waters, co-authored
with Dr. Jack Ellis, provides the most compelling and personal perspective on
Huntsville’s civil rights movement. Hereford’s recollections about his life and career as
an African-American doctor in Huntsville provided an unmatched contextual
understanding of life under segregation. Hereford recounted his childhood in Huntsville,
including his frustrations with the city’s segregated public schools and the everyday
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inequities that would inspire him to push for changes as an adult. He also faced
challenges in obtaining quality higher education for his career as a family physician,
further informing his perspective on the necessity of the civil rights movement. Chapters
Four and Five were devoted to the action of the civil rights movement in Huntsville and
the Hereford family’s close work in the movement’s planning and execution. Hereford’s
involvement as secretary of the Community Service Committee resulted in an important
account of the organization and activities of the CSC, from the very first sit-ins to the
successes and challenges he faced as his own son became the first person to integrate an
Alabama public school.
Hereford’s voice and experiences made this an unmatched, invaluable and critical
record of the era. Published in 2011, Beside the Trouble Waters’ structure as a memoir
lends itself to Hereford’s recollections of the everyday realities of life under segregation
and also his explanation of critical aspects of Huntsville’s civil rights movement. The
book bursts with powerfully emotional and valuable anecdotes that illustrate the day-today “boots on the ground” experience of the movement in a very powerful and personal
way. As expected, its memoir format does not allow for much interpretation or deep
contextualization of Hereford’s experiences, but the work is ripe with fodder for further
analysis. When Hereford and Ellis moved beyond personal recollections, their
bibliography provides helpful leads into local newspapers, legal records, and the oral
history recordings that ultimately played a large role in the “This is Rocket City U.S.A.”
exhibit. This memoir should be the first stop for any scholar looking to understand the
very personal struggles faced by Huntsville’s African-American community and the
powerful grassroots movement that propelled its successes in gaining racial equality.57
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Similarly, Sheryll Cashin’s 2008 memoir The Agitator’s Daughter: a Memoir of
Four Generations of One Extraordinary African-American Family provides a compelling
and personal narrative of the action of the civil rights movement in Huntsville. Cashin’s
multi-generational memoir is a winding investigation of her family’s history, weaving
together the family lore that she and her father heard as children with the historical
research that supports – or disproves – her family’s claims to exceptionality. The memoir
is written in a casual, readable, humorous style but is kept grounded by Cashin’s selfawareness and reflection throughout the work. For the purposes of Huntsville’s civil
rights movement, the most valuable segment of the book comes with Cashin’s chronicle
of her father Dr. John Cashin’s childhood and professional career as a dentist in
Huntsville.
In recalling Dr. John Cashin’s early years in Huntsville, Sheryll Cashin provided
vivid description of the separate cities, black and white, that coexisted within the
segregated city. John’s early memories of living, working, and playing in the black
business district known as The Grove were valuable insights into a now-lost community.
His story was marked with incidents that remind the reader that despite the Cashin
family’s affluence and the relative peace in Huntsville, African-Americans still lived
under a separate and unequal social order. John and his brother Hershel both experienced
the segregated public school system in Huntsville, ultimately transferring from Councill
High School to the high school academy at Alabama A&M in order to gain a better
education. Before John came into his own as a civil rights agitator, the Cashin family
generally responded to racism by “withdraw[ing] to the comfort of the black world, its
institutions and reliable friends.”58
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The Agitator’s Daughter follows John Cashin as he earns his college and dental
degrees in the segregated south, then to his first taste of real equality when he spends
several years in France as a dentist for the military after World War II. Upon returning to
Alabama, Dr. Cashin engaged himself in Huntsville’s battle for civil rights from the very
start. The author’s narrative of this time is fascinating for the way she incorporates her
own childhood memories with the grim realities of her father’s struggle to uplift his race.
Dr. Cashin played a part in so much activity in the African-American community, from
his role in developing the city’s first subdivision for middle-class black families at Lydia
Drive, to the times he emptied his own family’s pocketbook in support of arrested
protestors, to his fiery outspokenness whether at meetings of the CSC or the White
Citizen’s Council, to his decision to form the National Democratic Party of Alabama as
part of his larger goals for voting equality for African-Americans. In writing this memoir,
Dr. Cashin’s daughter artfully kept herself at a distance from this man who loomed so
large in her own life, allowing her to see his decisions both in the larger context of the
civil rights struggle and also for the impact they had on her own family. Her recollections
of the civil rights era are priceless and contribute a great deal to the written history of this
era in Huntsville and in the state of Alabama as a whole. Cashin’s investigation of her
own father’s life proves invaluable to our understanding of the struggles faced by civil
rights activists in our own city.
Andrew Dunar & Stephen Waring’s 1999 work Power to Explore: A History of
Marshall Space Flight Center, 1960-1990 delivered critical contextual knowledge about
the role of federal involvement in Huntsville and its affect on the civil rights struggle.
This comprehensive history of one of the most influential organizations in Huntsville’s
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history, commissioned by NASA, illustrates the local and national importance of
Marshall Space Flight Center. At just over 700 pages, this comprehensive publication
explores every aspect of MSFC’s history over the course of thirty very productive years.
Beginning with its establishment in Huntsville, Dunar examines MSFC’s roles in the
development of the Saturn V rocket, the Apollo program, Skylab, the Space Shuttle, the
International Space Station, and the Hubble telescope. Although imposing in size and
scope, their work illustrates both MSFC’s productivity and its affect on Huntsville’s
identity.
Their fourth chapter, “The Marshall Reconstruction,” explored the struggles faced
by MSFC and federal contractors in achieving racial equality in employment. Their
research provided valuable knowledge about the ways that federal pressure from NASA
administrators and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission impacted the
movement toward racial equality in Huntsville’s defense industries. This short chapter
examined how NASA and the federal government’s Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission addressed the need for racial change at Marshall. Powerful statistical
support illustrated the racial inequalities in Marshall’s hiring practices, and primary
sources confirmed that the pressure for racial change came from the highest levels of
NASA, the Attorney General’s office, and the Executive branch. The authors also
explored the efforts of Huntsville’s federal contractors in addressing racial inequality
through the creation of AHAC and work in local educational institutions. Dunar
explained the efforts to address the inequality in educational opportunities, which
persisted as the most troublesome aspect of employment inequality at Marshall. This
chapter’s references directed me to critical sources for use in my project, such as the
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Monique Laney dissertation and the NASA administrative documents held by the
National Archives and Records Administration in Atlanta. Other sources included
interviews with Marshall employees who spoke candidly about the state of race relations
at the installation. Power to Explore delivers a thorough examination of federal
involvement, one of the most critical components of Huntsville’s civil rights movement.59
The most complete examination of Huntsville’s civil rights movement is a
masters thesis written by Theresa Powers DeShields in 1965, titled “The Acquisition of
Civil Rights in Huntsville, Alabama, from 1962-1965.” DeShields completed the study
for the Alabama A&M College Department of Education, lending it a different
perspective than a historical examination as it focused on educational inequality and the
direct actions of students to eliminate a dual system of education. She established the
background of the larger civil rights movement and of Huntsville’s economic and racial
climate before beginning a well-written yet compact explanation of the early local civil
rights movement. Completed in 1965 and focusing on events in the three years prior,
DeShields’ work is very unique in its proximity to the events it describes, serving almost
as a primary source. The author was incredibly fortunate in having valuable personal
access to many individuals who were directly involved in the civil rights movement. She
applied a large number of eyewitness accounts and direct testimony from individuals
such as Joan Cashin, L.C. McMillian of the Association of Huntsville Area Contractors
(AHAC), members of the city’s bi-racial Committee, and many Alabama A&M student
activists. DeShields also drew from incredible resources that are not found in any other
works on the topic, such as the personal diary of Joan Cashin which was authored while
Cashin and Martha Hereford were in jail.
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DeShields’ thesis was a study of a recent challenge in achieving educational
equality, written in fulfillment of a Master’s degree in Education. It is limited in its scope,
unable to analyze the slowing pace of changes and the new struggles which would
emerge in the 1970s. She did devote considerable space to the intellectual and social
context of Huntsville’s struggle and its place within a larger national movement, but her
work was unable to provide deep retrospective analysis because of its temporal proximity
to the events it describes. DeShields presented compelling statistics to support her wellorganized examination of the work toward civil rights. DeShields provided an in-depth
examination of the Community Service Committee’s actions and concludes that
Huntsville’s economic growth, cultural boom, and federally-oriented economy were
strong influences on the course of the civil rights movement.60
Jane DeNeefe’s 2013 book Rocket City Rock & Soul: Huntsville musicians
remember the 1960s is yet another example of an admirable work of local scholarship
with only peripheral focus on the civil rights movement. This work is based on oral
history interviews with dozens of local musicians of all races. These interviews revealed
that Huntsville in the 1960s was a unique melting pot where white musicians were
envious of the R&B played at segregated black clubs, where army musicians blended
music from around the world with southern soul, and where white and black musicians
found common ground. DeNeefe’s focus was clearly on Huntsville’s music culture, but
she was always aware of the historical context behind the reminiscences she records.
Rocket City Rock & Soul identifies several important factors shaping Huntsville’s musical
character, such as the growing population that came from around the country to support
the city’s space boom, a large military population with experience working and playing
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music across the globe, the timely integration of the city’s public schools, and the “chitlin
circuit” that regularly brought popular R&B and soul bands to play in The Grove, the
black business district.61
Given this historical context, DeNeefe’s oral history interviews were ripe with
information about segregated life in Huntsville and the dramatic changes that occurred
for the city in the 1960s and 1970s. She gave important space to interviews that describe
The Grove, urging future historians to turn their attention to this neighborhood now lost
to urban renewal. Her third chapter, “Segregated City,” was devoted to the vibrant
musical community that grew out of Councill High School, The Grove, and the chitlin
circuit that brought talented and inspirational black musicians to town. Many of her
musician interviewees were once students at Councill High School or at other Huntsville
high schools after integration, and their recollections provide fascinating anecdotes to
help our understanding of what it was like to undergo integration in Huntsville. Horace
Rice, a black musician, shared a memory that illustrates the unique nature of segregated
life in Huntsville. As he explained,
The Royal Nigerian Air Force did simulation training in Huntsville. … Since they
were a former British colony, they trained in England and…a lot of the Nigerians
who had lived in England had white wives. When they came to Huntsville for six
months, they had to…be able to go out with their wives. So a military policeman
would accompany them to Big Spring Park, and sometimes…you’d look through
the fence, and there’s this Afro-blonde kid, and a white wife, and a very darkskinned West African, in the sixties, in the white park. But I couldn’t go to the
white park. And these are things that Huntsville had to get used to. 62
Huntsville’s identity as a federally-funded training center sometimes clashed with its
white supremacist precepts, forcing residents to evaluate what race really meant.
Chapter Five, “Finding Common Ground,” explored the ways that white
musicians sought opportunities to play “black music” such as blues, jazz, and soul.
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Interviews revealed the realities of segregated life, such as when talented black musicians
had to sit quietly in the kitchen during their breaks while playing at white-only clubs.
Huntsville musicians, white and black, found that music transcended race and created a
bond between musicians, one strong enough to motivate them to action for equal rights.
Chapter Seven focused on one particularly well-known musical group, Ivy Joe and the
Snowballs, formed when black student Ivy Joe Milan entered majority-white Huntsville
High School and was befriended by The Snowballs, an all-white band seeking a
charismatic frontman. In their interviews with DeNeefe, former band members recalled
both positive and negative reactions to their mixed-race band. These anecdotes revealed
that despite a changing population, Huntsville was still steeped in the racism of the Deep
South.63
DeNeefe also devoted considerable space to the experiences of musicians who
came to Huntsville via Redstone Arsenal or Marshall Space Flight Center, particularly in
her fourth chapter, “Rocking Redstone and the 55th Army Band” and eighth chapter
“1967: Eight Miles High.” Having lived around the country in the desegregated
environment of military installations, musicians with a military background had no
trouble finding a place in Huntsville’s diverse musical culture.64
Rocket City Rock & Soul is an impressively small and concise consolidation of a
significant collection of oral history interviews. In narrating the history of their musical
passions, DeNeefe’s interviewees revealed so much about Huntsville’s character and its
reaction to the changing times of the 1960s. In this small book, the interview excerpts are
generally given in block format, dozens of lines at a time, which can make it difficult to
follow the speaker without additional analysis. DeNeefe chose to devote most of her
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space to her interviewees, letting their own words tell the story. This approach is
admirable for its raw quality, but it also hinders the take-home message of the book.
Unfortunately, is not always clear who is being quoted or what DeNeefe intends us to
glean from the interviewee when the reader is presented with page-long blocks of text
separated by short explanatory sentences from the author. While DeNeefe did find that
the musical community was more integrated than much of the larger Huntsville
community, she often neglected to mention whether an interviewee is white or AfricanAmerican. In some contexts this detail would not be relevant, but working in this time
and subject matter it would be especially helpful to know the race of the speaker,
particularly for the purposes of my research. DeNeefe included a collection of interesting
photographs that add appeal to the book, but generally the photographs do not relate to
the text on the pages where they are found. Rocket City Rock & Soul is tightly packed
with interviews that will fascinate any historian of modern music or of Huntsville history,
but DeNeefe left the reader with the opportunity to draw their own analysis and
conclusions from her valuable resource.
Another helpful source of information was Monique Laney’s 2015 monograph
German Rocketeers in the Heart of Dixie, which investigates the experiences of the
German rocket engineers who became an integral part of the city’s space boom. Although
some attribute Huntsville’s progressive stance on race to this famous immigrant
population, Laney’s work shows that this was not likely the case. Her interviews with
Redstone employees, African Americans, and the German families revealed that these
immigrants were primarily interested in assimilation, not in challenging Alabama’s racist
status quo on segregation. This conclusion is in agreement with Dr. Sonnie Hereford’s
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observations about the German engineers’ impact on the movement as well. Laney’s
exploration of this well-known aspect of Huntsville history considered the German
engineers’ experiences in becoming Alabamians as well as Americans. She used the
opportunity to complicate how we understand the city’s relationship with the Germans
who made the “Rocket City” possible. Laney also introduced race as an important but
often overlooked factor in shaping the relationship between German scientists and the
city that welcomed them.
Laney’s work relies primarily on oral history resources, applying analysis from a
wide range of perspectives such as memory studies, migration studies, Cold War history,
ethnography, and cultural and social history. She combined these perspectives to give
deeper meaning to something that many Huntsville natives take for granted – the
acceptance of a team of German scientists who were recently tools of the Nazi regime,
and the incorporation of their work into a vision of the American future in the space race.
Acknowledging the large shadow that space history casts over the discussion of
the city’s modern history, Laney took every opportunity to recognize the diversity of
perspectives on the German rocket team’s place in Huntsville society. In her interviews
with African-American and Jewish residents, Laney found distinct contrasts with the
perspectives of German families and other white residents. She allocated a respectable
number of pages to the African-American experience, devoting much of Chapter Two to
a discussion of the civil rights movement in Huntsville and explaining that despite its
forward-thinking reputation, Huntsville’s African American residents faced the same
realities of Jim Crow that could be found across the state. Laney devoted Chapter Five to
an analysis of the oral history content that relates to African Americans, explaining how
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and why “the African American community’s experiences with the Germans was
dramatically different from that of their white neighbors” due to the realities of Jim
Crow. Her interviews with German families revealed their confusion upon arriving in
Huntsville and feeling pressured to adopt the customs of Jim Crow segregation,
something many German interviewees described as foreign and shocking. Over the
course of the book, Laney indulged in several moments of thoughtful analysis on how
Huntsville’s white Southerners who benefited from the Jim Crow system may have felt a
quiet kinship with these Germans who had come from a society that practiced its own
form of racial discrimination, and vice versa. Laney recognized the depth and complexity
of racial inequality in the city and explains the difficulties James Webb faced in
achieving workplace equality at MSFC due to educational barriers in a state with mostly
segregated higher education. One of the most interesting results of her approach is the
revelation of “diametrically opposed perspectives” on the relationship between African
Americans and the German families. German families who employed African Americans
in their homes generally felt they went beyond the societal norms in their relationships,
whereas African Americans generally considered the Germans to have behaved just like
any other white residents of the city.65
Laney succeeded at expressing the diversity of experiences in Huntsville, but she
missed opportunities to add further depth to her analysis of minority groups in the city.
While she explained how the Community Service Committee directed its energy at
segregated local businesses, she failed to fully interpret how the CSC’s grassroots
leadership targeted Huntsville’s dependence on federal funding. Her oral history
approach allowed her to include instances of hearsay and speculation from her
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interviewees, which she always identified but rarely unpacked to the reader’s
satisfaction.66
Frye Gaillard’s 2004 Cradle of Freedom provided important contextual
understanding of the racial climate in Alabama, resulting in a better understanding of
Huntsville’s uniqueness. The compelling stories of Alabama’s civil rights movement
flowed easily from Gaillard’s pen and created a captivating and fascinating study of how
Alabama’s citizens and cities grappled with the question of racial equality. He excelled at
weaving together the diverse personalities who drove the action of the movement, but
didn’t prioritize leadership names over the experiences of the many grassroots volunteers
who were integral to the movement’s successes. Gaillard conveyed the drama and
emotion of the defeats and successes of the civil rights movement in Alabama, while
giving consideration to movement’s opponents who played a critical role as well.67
Wayne Flynt’s 2004 Alabama in the Twentieth Century is an impressive survey of
a century in the state. In his examination of the civil rights movement in Alabama, Flynt
placed Huntsville and Mobile in direct contrast to Montgomery, Birmingham, and Selma.
He did fall into the common explanation that Huntsville’s “large numbers of welleducated non-Alabama natives without strong racial antipathies” carry some
responsibility for the city’s civil rights successes. This explanation should not be applied
to Huntsville’s history, as illustrated by Dr. Hereford in his memoir and by Monique
Laney in her interviews with civil rights activists, and as proven by the lack of evidence
of any significant involvement in the movement by new immigrants to the community.
While their presence was an important building block in shaping Huntsville’s progressive
identity, the large population of non-southerners is far too often credited with a role in the
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city’s successes. Flynt provided a succinct yet generally accurate explanation of the
movement in Huntsville in one paragraph before moving on to the more dramatic
confrontations that occurred in Montgomery, Selma, and Birmingham. He classified
Huntsville and Mobile in the same peaceful category within the state, but his short
explanation of Mobile’s civil rights efforts illustrates some differences between the
northern and southern Alabama cities. In both cities the movement’s leaders came from
the black middle class, but in Mobile the final impetus for change came from an unlikely
partnership between the local NAACP president John L. LeFlore and white legislator
Joseph N. Langan. Flynt’s survey of the state’s history is an example of the type of
resource commonly available in researching Huntsville’s civil rights movement,
illustrating the need for a more comprehensive and in-depth work on the city’s civil rights
history.68
Southern Businessmen and Desegregation, a 1982 collection of essays edited by
Elizabeth Jacoway and David R. Colburn, provided another level of context for
Huntsville’s experiences during the civil rights movement. The essays explored ways that
business-minded cities across the south responded to demands for integration, ranging
from the peaceful successes of Columbia, South Carolina, to the protracted struggle in
Louisville, Kentucky. Jacoway’s words in her introduction ring true for Huntsville as
they did for other cities, as she recognized that white business leaders felt pressure for
racial changes coming from the federal government, civil rights organizers, and economic
interests. She pinpointed the pragmatic side of business leaders’ decisions, writing that
“these men were acting as urban businessmen anywhere would have done; somewhere
along the way, they had become nationalized to the extent that they now behaved in the
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very unsouthern manner of consciously and explicitly placing other considerations above
racial ones.” Later, Jacoway claimed that the immigration of non-southerners to these
communities influenced the outcome of the movement through their non-segregationist
racial attitude. This explanation does not apply to Huntsville’s history, as research shows
that members of this new population rarely participated in the civil rights movement and
had very little direct impact on the course of the movement in the city. Importantly,
Jacoway highlighted that in many cities known for the involvement of their business
communities in desegregation, racial change was ultimately not as substantive as civil
rights leaders had hoped: “In most cases, the southern business leadership felt more
concern about the image their cities projected than about the substance of real or
meaningful change in their region’s racial patterns.” Jacoway and Coburn’s collection
illustrates that, as in Huntsville, many communities across the south that welcomed the
economic growth that came after World War II also housed pragmatic business
communities who made only the necessary changes to satisfy the first wave of civil rights
demands.69

ii. Historiographical Discussion
The popular understanding of the civil rights movement has been shaped by
historians’ traditional reliance on the model of the “Great Man” in history, with a focus
on the trajectory of iconic leaders such as Martin Luther King, Jr. and Fred
Shuttlesworth. However, historians have more recently developed a more nuanced
approach to the study of the civil rights movement, one that recognizes that the
movement’s real power came from the many local grassroots organizations like the CSC
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which pushed for change in their individual communities. Flynt, Gaillard, Cashin,
Hereford, and DeShields all explored this grassroots dimension in their works, supporting
my conclusion that the civil rights movement in Huntsville was only possible because of
the dedication and clever strategy of local volunteers and the CSC.
Martin Luther King, Jr. did speak in Huntsville in 1962 and certainly galvanized
the black community in support of the movement, but he was not responsible for the
successes in this city. Although major figures such as Dr. John Cashin, Reverend Ezekiel
Bell, and Dr. Sonnie W. Hereford acted as important leaders for the CSC and the civil
rights movement in Huntsville, those men’s experiences and successes were only possible
due to the support of dozens of African-American high school and college students as
well as ordinary citizens who also put themselves at risk through their involvement.
Huntsville’s story provides an excellent example of the grassroots origins of civil rights
activism and illustrates that real change takes thousands of hours of effort from dedicated
local volunteers who rise to the challenge from ordinary circumstances.
Any analysis of the civil rights movement in Huntsville must also account for the
federal government’s involvement through MSFC, Redstone Arsenal, and the associated
federal contractors in the city. As Dunar and Waring showed in their work on MSFC, the
changes that did come to the city were accelerated due to pressure to comply with federal
civil rights legislation such as the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission mandates
on employment in federally funded industries. Huntsville provides a powerful example of
how some of the burden of civil rights change fell on the shoulders of the federal
government, particularly in communities with such strong economic ties to Washington.
The federal presence in Huntsville drove the city’s white leaders to take a pragmatic view
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of their future in relation to civil rights demands, weighing their segregationist principles
against the federal funding that was driving the city’s booming growth and successes.
Huntsville’s successes can be explained with an analysis of the city’s grassroots support
as well as the pragmatism of city officials brought on by federally-sponsored change.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

Huntsville’s unique combination of factors meant that the civil rights movement
followed a more moderate course than it did in other Alabama cities. With the best efforts
of both black and white leadership, the city was able to buck Governor Wallace’s
influence and set a direction that was more acceptable on the national scale. The
influence of federal money on the civil rights movement in Huntsville is indisputable.
The course of the movement, however, was determined not only by that factor but also by
the distinctive character of Huntsville and its leaders. It is critical to remember that
despite a story that is much more peaceful than the one found in the rest of the state,
Huntsville was and is still a part of Alabama. It took serious fears of economic
repercussions and pressure from the federal level to realign Huntsville’s perceptions of
race, and even then these moves may have been more out of self-preservation than from
any changing sense of racial justice.
The city’s white business, community, and political leaders eventually grasped the
pragmatic necessity of advances in racial equality, but their support did not come easily.
After months of organized actions by the CSC, the city’s white leadership finally
capitulated in the face of threats to their livelihoods and federal funding. They settled on
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a pragmatically proactive position on race, organizing biracial commissions within the
city government and business communities and agreeing to an organized desegregation of
public facilities. As the CSC’s agitation for racial equality drew the attention of both
Montgomery and Washington, Huntsville’s white leadership realized that the city needed
to be on the progressive side of history on the question of race, just as it had been
progressive in drawing federal funding and an educated population to the city. Their
pragmatism was a critical step in making the city the first in the state to mandate
desegregation of public businesses and facilities.70
The exhibit took an important step in growing the public awareness of this
important era in Huntsville’s history, but it also highlighted the need for further work in
this area. Given the response of visitors, it is clear that this history needs to be more
broadly shared with the public. I did not encounter any visitors who had learned anything
about Huntsville’s civil rights movement in school. Luckily, some visitors were familiar
with Dr. Sonnie Hereford through his memoir and documentary, but very few had been
exposed to the intricacies of the civil rights efforts in the city. Ideally, Huntsville’s
students would receive a full education in these important events that happened in their
own city. Students and parents remarked, as I had, that local schools should be covering
Huntsville’s civil rights movement alongside the events that took place in Birmingham,
Selma, and Montgomery.
My limited time and resources produced an exhibit that brought this history to
many, but a larger scale project could produce an even more effective record of these
events. Thankfully, Mr. Deane Dayton’s work to digitize the exhibit online at the Historic
Huntsville Collection should make my research available to interested parties across the
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globe for years to come. I hope for the opportunity to share the exhibit with the public at
a future point, perhaps for a longer duration and with even greater attendance. Without a
doubt, digitizing the exhibit will create a more lasting legacy than a physical exhibit
could ever achieve. The website will also be mobile-friendly, allowing for its potential
future use in combination with the physical exhibit.
Many aspects of this history remain to be investigated in a more concerted way.
Given the age of those who participated in these events first hand, there is a critical and
urgent need for a widespread oral history project encouraging any with a memory of the
events of the civil rights movement to come forward. Luckily, the Huntsville AfricanAmerican History Project (HAAHP) is endeavoring to do just that with an online archive.
The records of MSFC, Redstone, and NASA surely hold more answers about the federal
pressure for civil rights change and the motivations, successes, and failures of the
attempts make to bring racial equality to federal industries here.
The exhibit accomplished an important goal, not only sharing Huntsville’s civil
rights history but also how it was made possible only through a combination of players
unique to our city. The Huntsville of today is still distinct from cities across the south.
Examining our civil rights history reminds us that while we may still embrace the aspects
of our identity that set us apart, we continue our struggle to overcome some of the curses
of our geography just as civil rights organizers in the city did decades ago.
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This is Rocket City, U.S.A.,
Let Freedom Begin Here
The Civil Rights Movement in Huntsville

Huntsville has been leading Alabama since we hosted
the writing of the state’s first Constitution in 1819.
After World War II came Redstone Arsenal and
Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC), bringing
national attention and federal funding to the city.

Huntsville was in a unique position
as the Civil Rights era began.

The era of Civil Rights was
critical for Huntsville as it
grew into its new role as
Alabama’s “Rocket City.”
The city experienced incredible growth
from 1950 to 1970 with the
establishment of Redstone Arsenal
in 1949, and then Marshall Space
Flight Center (MSFC) in 1960.
In those twenty years, Madison
County’s population jumped
from 72,903 to 186,540
as a highly educated workforce
followed federal dollars and
contracts to Alabama.

In the 1960s and
1970s, people in
Huntsville struggled
over the question of
civil rights for
African-Americans.

A Huntsville mother and her children are blocked from
Fifth Avenue school by a state trooper on September 6, 1963.

Veronica Pearson, left, stands by as her mother
Mrs. O’Dell Pearson, center, argues with Alabama state troopers
blocking Veronica’s entrance into Rison Junior High.

Huntsville’s new
identity as the Rocket
City shaped the fight
for civil rights here.

Wernher von Braun, President John F. Kennedy, Vice President Lyndon B.
Johnson, and Major General Medaris of the ABMA
during Kennedy’s 1962 visit to Huntsville.

Without a doubt, Redstone and
Marshall are still a large part of
Huntsville’s character today.

Students “sit-in” at a whites-only lunch counter in
Huntsville to protest racial discrimination.
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The government’s role here was
an important tool for the
activists who spurred changes
to Huntsville’s racist policies
in the 1960s as our booming
city caught national attention
for its space program.

SEGREGATED LIFE
Like in the rest of the South, people in Huntsville were separated
and treated differently based on the color of their skin.
African-Americans in Huntsville
faced racial discrimination
every single day.
There were only 3 schools for all of the
African-American children in Huntsville,
meaning many students had to walk
for miles to go to school.
Students in these schools had no cafeterias,
no gymnasiums or playgrounds, and no
chemistry labs. There weren’t enough books
for all the students, and the books they did
have were many years old and falling apart.

Signs like this one from Selma were common across the South. Most private and public facilities in Huntsville were segregated,
including swimming pools, restaurants, libraries, drinking fountains, hospitals, and restrooms.

Huntsville was a segregated city.

And just like in the rest of the South, African-Americans
were treated as second-class citizens here.
African-Americans in Huntsville couldn’t
use most public bathrooms - and where
they could, it was the “colored” toilet.
They weren’t allowed in Huntsville’s finest hotels such as the
Russel Erskine, and could only eat in designated areas of
popular restaurants, if they were allowed in at all.
The Huntsville Times ignored almost all local
news from the African-American community.
The newspaper refused to print wedding announcements
or photos of African-American brides. The editors were sure
that no white bride would want to print her wedding picture
next to the photo of a black bride on the same page.
African-American children did not have a single park
to play in, but Huntsville had plenty of parks that
were open to whites, like Big Spring Park.

Councill High School was the only high school for African-Americans in Huntsville and was
poorly maintained under segregation. It is seen here in the 1980s after it had been closed for years.
The building is vacant but still standing near the site of the public library.
Councill High alumni have recently proposed repurposing the building as a community center.

The only high school for African-Americans was
William H. Councill High School, located near the
present-day site of the Huntsville Public Library’s
main branch off of Governor’s Drive.
The city dump surrounded the high school, filling
the air with the terrible stench of garbage.
The school had no air conditioning, so during the hot
months of the year students had to choose between
opening the windows to the smell of the steaming
dump or sweating inside with the windows closed.

African-Americans were not allowed in any of Huntsville’s public –parks.
This image of Big Spring Park is from a 1930s-era postcard.

In Huntsville, African-Americans saw few benefits from the city’s space boom.
Very few of the new jobs at Redstone or MSFC were filled by African-American applicants.
Although African-Americans made up 18% of Huntsville’s total population,
they made up less than 1% of Marshall’s workforce.
Most African-Americans in Madison County worked in agriculture as farmers or sharecroppers.
Few of them had access to the higher-level education that was required for a job at
Redstone or MSFC because those colleges only accepted white students.
In 1962, the average African-American’s income was $2,457;
the average white income was more than twice that at $5,386.
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It’s Time for a Change: 1962

In 1962, demonstrators in Huntsville launched organized
efforts to end racial discrimination in the city.
THE MOVEMENT COMES TO HUNTSVILLE
African-Americans were tired of unfair treatment and were ready to stand
up for change in our city. Their protests used nonviolent tactics such as
sit-ins, boycotts, picketing & poster-walking, with a Huntsville twist.

Hank Thomas came to Huntsville in January of 1962 on behalf of
the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE). CORE was a civil rights
organization that worked across the country to spread the sit-in
movement and train demonstrators in nonviolent techniques.
Thomas encouraged African-Americans who were unhappy with segregation to
begin a campaign to gain their civil rights in Huntsville. Although they knew it
wouldn’t be an easy victory, these men and women were determined to receive
the respect and equality that every American is promised by our government.
A group of protestors prepares for a sit-in at Woolworth’s in Huntsville.
Joining the students is Stokely Carmichael (right), a nationally-known leader
in CORE and the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee.

SIT-INS

Across the country, the sit-in technique was one of the most common
ways to push business owners to end racist policies. Protestors would
peacefully enter a whites-only restaurant and sit down at a table,
waiting to be served. The technique was already well-known from
its use in Greensboro, NC and Nashville, TN.
A group of students from the all-black Councill High School and
Alabama A&M College joined Hank Thomas on January 3, 1962 to
sit-in for the first time at several of Huntsville’s whites-only lunch
counters. They sat down quietly and were ignored by the employees.
The protestors left peacefully after being refused service.
The Huntsville Times called the students “agitators” and worried
that their protests would become violent. An editorial wrote
“It’s Time to Call a Halt” after only a week of daily sit-ins.
The students and their supporters continued the sit-ins for several months,
frustrating the white business owners who were clinging to segregation.

Protestors sit-in at the whites-only lunch counter at
G.C. Murphy’s at Parkway City Mall on January 31, 1962.

POSTER WALKS & PICKETING
Demonstrators walked up and down the sidewalk in front of
businesses with discriminatory policies. They carried or wore signs
with messages about their cause.

In Huntsville, demonstrators targeted local
interests with signs such as:
“This is Rocket City, U.S.A., Let Freedom Begin Here!”;
“Khruschev can eat here, but I can’t!”;
“Worried about freedom in Laos and Berlin?
We want freedom here!”;
or “I ordered a hamburger and
they served me a warrant!”
Store owners were disappointed find that shoppers avoided
coming in to these segregated shops simply because they
didn’t like having to pass the protestors on their way inside.

This man sits in and hopes to be served at whites-only restaurant G.C. Murphy’s.

Sit-ins require great patience and determination. Every single
THEATER PROTESTS
day, for weeks, protestors would sit-in at Huntsville restaurants.
African-Americans were not allowed into Huntsville’s movie
Sometimes they were ignored completely. Other times the
restaurant would close for the day as soon as the protestors arrived. theaters. They found a simple type of protest that white moviegoers
couldn’t ignore - tying up the line for hours.
White customers would sometimes get angry at the sit-inners
and harass them or push them off of their chairs.
Just two or three African-American protestors would wait in
line and ask for a ticket every time they made it to the
Business owners soon found a loophole in the sit-in plan.
counter. When the theater refused to sell them a ticket, they
went to the back of the line and waited until they could ask
An old law gave businesses the right to ask anyone to leave
again. Protestors could do this for hours on end, hoping to
their store for any reason. If the trespassers refused, they could be
wear down the owners until they would agree to allow
sent to jail. When protestors stayed in their seats and refused to leave,
African-Americans in their theater.

restaurant owners called the police and had them arrested.

Sit-inners were arrested and taken to jail hundreds of times over the next several months in Huntsville.
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STRENGTH IN NUMBERS

The Community Service Committee organized & led
the civil rights movement in Huntsville when
white leaders resisted racial change.
COMMUNITY SERVICE COMMITTEE ORGANIZED
PROTESTS AND SUPPORTED ACTIVISTS

It was clear that the fight was only beginning in Huntsville. If the movement was going
to create real change, it would need organized leadership. Soon after sit-ins began, a
delegation from the African-American community met with Mayor R.B. Searcy to
request a plan for full desegregation. He dismissed their concerns and told

them that there were no problems between the races in Huntsville.

On January 8, 1962, community leaders created the Community Service Committee
(CSC). The CSC was the grassroots local organization that directed many of
the most significant activities of the civil rights movement in town and
worked closely with Huntsville’s churches to spread information.

One of the first actions of the CSC was to support the protestors who spent
hours waiting to be served at sit-ins and were often arrested. When people at
sit-ins were arrested for protesting, CSC members raised money to pay their bail
or brought them meals and clothes while they waited in jail.

Already, Redstone Arsenal and Marshall Space Flight
Center were supporting much of Huntsville’s new economy. The federal
government was investing huge amounts of money in the city, and
dozens of new businesses had moved to Huntsville for the same reason.

MARTIN
LUTHER
KING, JR.
INSPIRES IN
HUNTSVILLE
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
speaking at Oakwood College
in Huntsville.

Dr. Sonnie Hereford, III shakes the hand of
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. during his
visit to Huntsville in 1962.

White leaders did not want to draw national attention to
the fact that Huntsville was still a very segregated city.
The CSC realized that Huntsville
would do almost anything to
avoid losing the space industry.
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
speaks with citizens during
his visit to Huntsville.

In hopes of motivating Huntsville to protest for change, the Community Service
Committee brought Martin Luther King, Jr. to our city on March 19, 1962.
At the time Dr. King was known for his leadership of the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference and his role in Montgomery’s Bus Boycott of 1955,
but he was not yet as famous as he would become later in the decade.

CSC USES
INNOVATIVE TACTICS

Alabama law said that it was illegal to boycott or even to advocate
for a boycott, so the CSC found creative ways to encourage the
black community to shop responsibly. Shoppers knew the
boycott had begun when they were handed a card asking,

Dr. King spoke at the First Missionary Baptist Church on Church Street and later
to a crowd of over 2,000 at Oakwood College. He was accompanied by Ralph D.
Abernathy, a significant figure in the national civil rights movement and
leader in the Southern Christian Leadership Conference.

WHITE LEADERSHIP
AVOIDED
ADDRESSING RACE
PROBLEMS

“Are you shopping for freedom or buying segregation?”

Protestors from Huntsville traveled to New York City and Chicago to
warn potential investors about the city’s discriminatory practices.
They protested in front of the New York Stock Exchange and the
Midwest Stock Exhange, handing out fliers to tell people about the

For months Mayor R.B. Searcy
refused to establish a biracial
committee on desegregation
for Huntsville.

The CSC searched for ways to spur
change. The Huntsville Times ignored
all news of the protests, making it hard
to gain national attention.

Civil rights activists lead a prayer on the steps of the
Madison County Courthouse in downtown Huntsville.
Reverend Ezekiel Bell is in the black coat, with Ms. Clara Ward Davis beside him.

racist policies in the city that was getting so much national
attention for its growing space industry.

Blue Jeans Sunday was an idea that Huntsville borrowed from

Nashville. Usually people bought new suits and dresses to wear
on Easter Sunday each year. These purchases brought in at least
$1 million to Huntsville’s businesses every Easter.
In 1962, the CSC organized a boycott of all Easter purchases.
Instead of wearing fancy new clothes, the entire African-American
community agreed to wear inexpensive blue jeans to church
on Easter Sunday. White store owners were shocked when
African-Americans spent their money on blue jeans in
Athens, Fayetteville, and Decatur instead of in Huntsville.

Huntsville Dentist John Cashin was one of the CSC’s most
active leaders and fought for civil rights across the state.

Dentist John Cashin suggested a plan sure to make headlines: the

arrest of a doctor’s pregnant wife and a dentist’s wife with her infant.

His wife Joan and four-month-old daughter Sheryll joined
Martha Hereford, six months pregnant, to sit-in at Walgreen’s
with experienced protestor Frances Sims.

The women’s arrests finally put Huntsville in the
national news for its civil rights struggle
instead of its space program.

Soon, the combined force of the community’s protests became more than
the Mayor could ignore. He agreed to create a biracial committee in late
April of 1962, but the CSC was disappointed when the African-American
men the Mayor appointed to the committee seemed completely
uninterested in the movement. They kept up protests until Searcy
agreed to allow two more qualified appointees.
The Mayor claimed he couldn’t find any
whites willing to serve on the biracial committee.
After weeks of negotations and protests, he finally found
two volunteers, Mr. Will Halsey & Mr. Harry M. Rhett, Jr.

On May 19, 1962, George Wallace visited Huntsville to campaign for
Governor of Alabama. While he spoke on the Courthouse steps about
his plan to keep Alabama segregated, protestors drove around the
square in a truck covered in posters demanding desegregation.
They played patriotic music, waved flags, and released balloons
containing messages such as: “This balloon was released by Negro

students in the courthouse yard at Huntsville, Alabama, May 19, 1962.
In this city millions of tax dollars are spent each day to build up
Free World defenses, while city leaders, who benefit
from these expenditures, oppose Free World policies.”
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FROM THE BOTTOM UP
The Fight to Integrate Huntsville’s Schools

REDSTONE EMPLOYEE INTEGRATES UAH
Despite Governor
George Wallace’s
threats to make a
stand in Huntsville,
UAH was peaceful on
June 13, 1963 when
mathematician
Dave McGlathery
registered for classes.

Dave McGlathery integrates the University of Alabama
in Huntsville on June 13, 1963.

ALABAMA A&M FIRST IN STATE TO DESEGREGATE
Robert Muckel, a 29-year-old white schoolteacher from Nebraska, was
the first person to integrate a public educational institution in Alabama
when he attended a summer science institute at Alabama A&M
University. When Muckel applied for admission he did not realize
that A&M was a historically black school and was surprised when he
unintentionally broke a barrier in Alabama education on June 13, 1963.

“Separate but equal” segregated school systems had been illegal ever
since the Supreme Court’s 1955 decision in Brown vs. Board.
Southern cities weren’t in a hurry to change their policies and
usually desegregated only once someone took the city schools
to court over the matter.
In October of 1962, 35 families filed lawsuits to desegregate
Huntsville City Schools.
By the time the District Court heard the case in Birmingham,
only four families remained. The others had backed out
due to pressure from the white community. Some had
lost their jobs, others had been threatened, and all faced
extra discrimination for their willingness to stand up.

COURT RULES IN HEREFORD V. HUNTSVILLE:
CITY MUST INTEGRATE
In August of 1963, Judge Grooms ruled from the bench:
immediately admit the four students in the lawsuit
for the 1963-1964 school year, and submit a plan to the
court for the desegregation of all city schools.

GOVERNOR GEORGE WALLACE BLOCKS
HUNTSVILLE INTEGRATION FOR DAYS

Sept. 3, 1962, Tuesday: Huntsville Schools were due to open for the
fall and begin integration, but Governor Wallace cancelled school
in a last-minute radio announcement. Families were furious.
Wallace sent state troopers to the four desegregating schools,
where they turned away disappointed parents.
Wallace blocked integration in cities across Alabama. He also
sent state troopers to Mobile, Birmingham and Tuskegee.
Sept. 6, Friday: Huntsville attempted integration again, but Wallace
continued to cause problems. The Board of Education announced
that schools would be opening, but families were surprised to see
state troopers waiting for them at Fifth Avenue, Rison, East Clinton
& Terry Heights. A handful of mothers made national headlines
when they pushed through the lines of troopers and forced their
way into East Clinton with their children.

Alabama Governor George Wallace reads the
Sept. 6, 1963 headline in The Birmingham News:
“Huntsville Defies Wallace.”

HUNTSVILLE FURIOUS
AT GOVERNOR OVER
SCHOOL DELAY

Sonnie Hereford IV & his father Dr. Sonnie
Hereford III after being turned away from
Fifth Avenue School on September 3, 1963.

Sept. 7, Saturday: NAACP lawyers filed a
restraining order against Governor Wallace
in District Court in Birmingham, prohibiting him
from interfering in Huntsville’s integration.
Sept. 9, Monday: Wallace backs down. Four students

People in Huntsville strongly resented
peacefully integrated four of Huntsville’s schools:
Wallace’s interference in their schools.

Sonnie Hereford IV at Fifth Avenue School,

Chief of Police Chris Spurlock fumed Veronica Pearson at Rison Junior High,
to The New York Times that George
John Brewton at East Clinton,
A student and his father push through the state troopers
blocking their entrance into East Clinton School.
Wallace’s actions were “a tyrannical
& David Piggee at Terry Heights.
use of power” and “a shameful thing,
CITY’S FIRST DESEGREGATION PLAN REJECTED
and if it isn’t evident to all the world
The Huntsville Board of Education’s first desegregation plan
today that the executive head of our
allowed black students to individually petition to join white
[state] government is a sick man, then,
schools starting with the 12th grade in 1963, then opening
by God, none of us are discerning
the petitions to one more grade each year.
enough to read the facts.”
Parents across the city pushed through
the lines of state troopers to take their
children into the school building.
Mayor R.B. Searcy called Wallace a
hypocrite for meddling in the city’s
affairs while he continued to rant over A serviceman and his daughter are blocked
when they try to enter a Huntsville school.
the federal government & JFK’s
involvement in requiring the states to desegregate.

Judge Grooms immediately
rejected this plan as
being far too slow.

Soon the city submitted a new
plan which Grooms did accept
for the 1963-1964 school year.
Unfortunately, that plan
proved not to work as a long
term solution for the city.

The Huntsville Times published scathing editorials accusing Wallace of “placing his
own political ambitions above the welfare of the school children he had pledged to
aid” and urging, “All Huntsville should let the governor know that this
community bitterly resents the senseless and shameful actions of the day.”
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A father and son try to enter Fifth Avenue school on
Governor’s Drive, but are turned away by state troopers.

Huntsville struggled for years to satisfy the court and
develop a plan that would ensure true integration.
Even today the city is under the same lawsuit
that initiated desegregation in 1963.

WITH THE NATION’S
EYES UPON US

Change Comes to Redstone and Marshall
Activists in Birmingham made national news
in the summer of 1963 with their campaign
for civil rights.

When images from Birmingham and
Selma highlighted the intense racism in
Alabama, eyes also turned to Huntsville.
The Space Race brought national
funding and economic success to
Huntsville, but that extra attention
meant that the city was being
watched closely as the civil
rights movement unfolded.

Wernher von Braun, Vice President Lyndon B. Johnson, and
President John F. Kennedy talk during the President’s 1962 visit.

If things went badly Huntsville
could lose federal support at
Redstone and Marshall,
meaning the end of the Rocket City.

CONTRACTORS WORK WITH
COMMUNITY TO BRING CHANGE

The sign at one entrance
to Marshall Space Flight
Center, seen here
in 1964.

EEOC AND ATTORNEY GENERAL
CONCERNED OVER RACIAL
INEQUALITY IN HUNTSVILLE

In June of 1963 at a D.C. meeting of the
President’s Committee on Equal
Employment Opportunity,
Attorney General Robert Kennedy
was concerned over the extreme
lack of diversity at Marshall.
He insisted that the Center take
immediate action.
NASA Administrator James Webb would
oversee the changes in Huntsville.

With Huntsville’s space boom came many private
contractors who moved their businesses to the
city to work with Redstone Arsenal and MSFC.
They did not want to jeapordize the city’s growth
by dragging their feet on racial change.
Several of these businesses formed the
Association of Huntsville Area Contractors
(AHAC) in July of 1963 and organized the city’s
contractors to work for progress in the racial
inequality of the city’s workforce.
These local leaders agreed to institute racial changes
in their own businesses and hiring practices.
They also worked with MSFC and NASA to
start new math, science, & engineering programs
in local high schools and at Alabama A&M.

Wernher von Braun and President John F. Kennedy during the
President’s 1962 visit to Marshall Space Flight Center.

TAKING ACTION ON
HUNTSVILLE’S RACE PROBLEM
The list of businesses on this office center sign
illustrates the wide range of industrial interest in
the city. Goodyear, Lockheed, Ford, Raytheon, and
Packard Bell are only a few of the names listed.

Leaders from NASA, the Department of
Defense and the Civil Service Commission
quickly acted to balance the racial
inequalities in Huntsville’s federal industries.

They asked Wernher von Braun to give personal
attention to developing programs at Marshall
to provide opportunity to black applicants.
MSFC worked closely with Alabama A&M to build
a new library and develop an engineering program.

HEARING
FINDS
DISCRIMINATION AT MARSHALL
In May of 1962, two African-American employees
at Marshall filed complaints about their
treatment at the Center.
Joe D. Haynes argued he had been kept from
promotion due to his race, and Joseph Ben Curry
charged that he was consistently given work
assignments that were inapproriate to
his level of qualification.
In August of 1963 the hearing officer for the case
recommended that Haynes be promoted and Curry
be reassigned to more appropriate duties.

They began internship and grant-in-aid
programs at A&M and Oakwood College.
MSFC sent representatives and equipment to other
Dr. Wernher von Braun in his
black colleges across the state such as the Tuskegee Institute. office at MSFC.
Marshall established an Affirmative Action Program and hired an Equal
Employment Opportunity Coordinator in 1963.
Marshall was recognized for its hard work to balance the inequality of its
workforce, but change came slowly in Alabama.
For decades Marshall struggled to meet targets for minority employment.

Of 7,335 employees at Marshall, only 52 of them were African-American. That is 0.7%.
African-Americans comprised only 0.5% of employees in the more coveted GS-5 through GS-11 positions.
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THE LONG FIGHT

Despite early victories, school integration
continued to cause problems for Huntsville.
CITY’S PLANS FOR SCHOOLS DON’T SATISFY COURT
After the first four schools desegregated in 1963,
Huntsville’s schools still had a long way to go before
they met the terms of Hereford v. City of Huntsville.
In 1963 Judge Grooms accepted a revised version of
Huntsville’s desegregation plan, where the city would
start by integrating 1st and 12th grades in 1964 and then
add two more grades each year until all were integrated by 1969.
More students integrated schools in January of 1964,
but that summer Judge Grooms warned the city
to do more to encourage voluntary integration.
Huntsville’s lack of progress concerned the U.S. Justice Department.
In 1967, Attorney General Nicholas Katzenbach filed
a suit in District Court ordering complete desegregation
of Huntsville’s schools by the next fall. This pushed
the city’s goal to 2 years ahead of the present plan.
In 1969 the NAACP charged Huntsville City Schools
with failure to desegregate as ordered by the 1963 ruling.
For decades the Department of Justice
continued to prod Huntsville to make
more dramatic changes.
The city is still working to create a unitary,
or completely desegregated, school system.

INTEGRATION BRINGS UNREST
TO HUNTSVILLE HIGH SCHOOLS

Huntsville’s elementary schools
adjusted to integration more easily
than its middle and high schools did.
Older students clashed often, and
on several occasions the police were
called to Butler and Huntsville High
to resolve fights between white and
African-American students.
Football games and pep rallies saw
more fights than usual, and tension
was high in schools around the city.
Education students from Alabama A&M
protested the rocky desegregation at
the Board of Education on several
occasions, as did students and
families from across the city.

PARENTS UNHAPPY WITH
ZONING CHANGES & BUSING
In 1970 Huntsville was ordered to
rezone its schools to balance the races.
Within two months, two families
had filed lawsuits against the city
to block the new school plan.

These changes were only the beginning.

Time after time the city rearranged the
boundaries of its school zones,
frustrating parents and students.
In 1975 the city began busing students
to schools that were out of their
neighborhoods, prompting protests by parents.

On January 27, 1964 these four girls were among ten that integrated
four more Huntsville city schools, bringing the total to
14 African-American students in eight previously white schools.

In August of 1971, these Butler High School students
protested the court decision banning the use of
the Confederate flag and song “Dixie” at school events.

REBEL FLAG AND “DIXIE”
BANNED FROM BUTLER HIGH

After integration, African-American students at
Butler cringed to hear the unofficial Confederate
anthem “Dixie” played at pep rallies and games.
In 1971, Judge Grooms ruled that the
Prior to desegregation, there was only one private school in Huntsville.
Butler High “Rebels” could no longer
By 1977 there were 23 primarily all-white church and private schools in the city.
use the Confederate battle flag and
“Dixie” at its school events.
African-American students gathered in support of
the ruling, but white students marched in protest.
Private & church schools flourished as alternatives
for white families who wanted to avoid integrated public schools.

In August of 1971, Butler High students protested the ruling that banned the
use of the Confederate flag and the song “Dixie” at school events.

These Butler High students gathered in protest in front of the Board of Education’s Central Office in 1970.
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APPENDIX C

LOCAL CIVIL RIGHTS TIMELINE

1950
•
•
1952
•
1954
•
•

1956
•
•
•
1958
•
•

1960
•

Huntsville’s population is 16,437.
Wernher Von Braun and the Army’s German rocket team move to Huntsville.
Due to its status as a federally-run military installation, Redstone Arsenal
institutes a policy of non-segregation and removed all “Negro” and “White” signs.
May 17: The Supreme Court decides in Brown vs. Board of Education that racial
segregation in public schools violated the 14th Amendment of the Constitution.
May 31: In what is known as Brown II, the Supreme Court clarifies that the states
are expected to desegregate public schools "with all deliberate speed." The
vagueness of these guidelines meant that segregated states like Alabama would
not hurry to change their ways.
Redstone Arsenal employs 9,000 and brings $30 million in new construction to
Huntsville.
Army Ballistic Missile Agency is established at Redstone.
June 4: Huntsville opens one of its city swimming pools to blacks only, the first
public pool open to blacks in the city.
February 1: Explorer I is first satellite to orbit the Earth, with the help of Von
Braun’s Huntsville team.
November 3: For the first time, the black community has access to a city library,
located at Cavalry Hill Junior High with Reverend H.P. Snodgrass at its head.

Wernher Von Braun is made Director of NASA’s new George C. Marshall Space
Flight Center in Huntsville.
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•
1961
•

•
1962
•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

September 8: President Eisenhower visits Huntsville to commemorate the opening
of Marshall Space Flight Center.
In 1961 there were 3,198 building permits issued at a value of over $37 million.
An additional $14 million in permits were issued for new building projects on
Redstone Arsenal.
May 14: Freedom Riders are attacked in Anniston. One of these riders is Hank
Thomas, who would later spur Huntsville’s entry into the civil rights movement.
20-year-old Hank Thomas, a Howard University student and field agent from the
civil rights group Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) arrives in Huntsville in
January 1962. With his guidance, black students from Alabama A&M University
and Councill High School receive training in non-violent techniques and begin
their first sit-ins protesting segregated downtown stores and lunch counters that
month.
January 3: Huntsville's first sit-ins. Across the city, groups of black students take
a seat at the whites-only lunch counters of W.T. Grant Co. on Washington St., the
H&H Walgreen Agency, the Trailways Bus Station, F.W. Woolworth & Co., and
Sears & Roebuck. The students are refused service and leave quietly after being
ignored. Later that evening, 30 black students in four cars attempt to purchase
movie tickets at the whites-only Parkway Drive-In Theater and Woodey's DriveIn Theater and are turned away. Two different groups briefly hold sit-ins at the
Big Boy Restaurant the same night.
January 4 & 5: In the second and third days of Huntsville sit-ins, over 75 students
participate.
January 5: Huntsville's mayor, R.B. Searcy, meets with a delegation of 6 leaders
from the black community, headed by Dr. John L. Cashin Jr, but the group is
unable to come to an agreement about the state of race relations in the city.
January 6: First arrests of civil rights movement in Huntsville. An old Huntsville
law allowed any business owner to have the police arrest anyone deemed to be
"trespassing" on their property. This allowed business owners to arrest the
protestors who were involved in sit-ins, but it did not stop the students'
enthusiasm. Alabama A&M student Frances Sims, age 19, and Councill High
School student Dwight W. Crawford, age 16, are the first to be arrested as they sat
at the Walgreen's lunch counter.
January 6: An anonymous caller threatens to detonate bombs at Woolworth's and
W.T. Grant Co., two businesses that were facing pressure from sit-in protestors.
January 8: Thirteen black protestors are arrested and jailed overnight for
trespassing during their sit-ins at G.C. Murphy Co in Parkway City Mall, Liggett's
Rexall Drug Store in the Heart of Huntsville Mall, and Walgreens.
January 8: In a mass meeting of the black community held at First Baptist Church,
citizens form the Community Service Committee, which will go on to organize
and support the struggle for civil rights in Huntsville.
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•
•

•

•

•

•

January 10: After sitting at the whites-only lunch counter at Walgreens, 18
protestors aged 16 to 21 are arrested and spend the night in jail, bringing the total
arrested in the last week to 35.
January 14: While Hank Thomas is leading a sit-in at the Heart of Huntsville
mall, someone enters his vehicle and douses the drivers' seat with oil of mustard,
a severe skin irritant. When Hank returns to his vehicle he is severely burned by
the caustic substance and has to be taken to the hospital, where Dr. Sonnie W.
Hereford III tends to him. Dr. Hereford served as the doctor for all CSC members
and local participants in the civil rights movement who might be injured in the
course of their activism.
January 22: Marshall Keith was a white employee of Redstone Arsenal who had
been participating in the recent sit-ins. On the night of January 22 he is forced
from his home at gunpoint by masked attackers who drive him away from the
city, beat him and force him to strip naked. Then they douse his body with oil of
mustard, the same severe skin irritant that was used against Hank Thomas the
week before. After his recovery from the severe burns, Keith moves away from
Huntsville.
January 31: Over the month of January, Huntsville's black community embraces
the efforts of over 250 Alabama A&M and Councill High students to fight for
racial equality through sit-ins. The Community Service Committee establishes
regular mass meetings every Monday evening and trains students in non-violent
techniques. Activists soon began leading picket lines in front of downtown stores
with discriminatory policies, carrying signs with slogans such as "I ordered a
hamburger, but they served me a warrant!" or "This is Rocket City, U.S.A., Let
Freedom Begin Here!"
February 4: CORE field agents Hank Thomas and Richard Haley are arrested for
picketing at Walgreen's.
February 13: The State Board of Education, which oversees Alabama A&M,
forces University President Dr. Joseph F. Drake into early retirement in response
to the role of A&M students in the Huntsville sit-ins. Governor John Patterson,
chairman of the State Board, says the school urgently needs a president "who will
require discipline, make the students behave themselves and make them study."
February 14: Due to anxieties over the activism in Huntsville and thanks to the
efforts of Alabama Attorney General MacDonald Gallion, the Congress of Racial
Equality was outlawed in the state of Alabama. CORE field agents Hank Thomas
and Richard Haley cease their organizing efforts in Huntsville.
February 27: About 150 civil rights demonstrators gather at the Madison County
Courthouse on the square in Huntsville. There they join in singing hymns and
leading prayers for their cause.
March 19: Thanks to the fundraising of the Community Service Committee,
Martin Luther King speaks at the Negro First Baptist Church on Church Street
and later to a crowd of about 2,000 at Oakwood College. He is accompanied by
Ralph D. Abernathy, another significant figure in the national civil rights
movement.
April 10: Martha Hereford, six months pregnant, and Joan Cashin, accompanied
by her four-month-old infant, are arrested for sitting-in at Walgreen's. They are
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joined by CSC President Reverend Ezekiel Bell, Reverend S.F. Lacey, and
student activist Frances Sims.
April 19: After refusing to post bond, Joan Cashin, Martha Hereford, and Francis
Sims are placed in the Madison County Jail. Although Huntsville Mayor R.B.
Searcy signs an order permitting the release of Hereford and Cashin without bond,
the two women refuse to leave until their fellow protestor Sims is released as
well. They spend 33 hours in jail before they are released. Just as its organizers
had hoped, the event brings attention to the cause as national news outlets picked
up the story.
April 22: Blue Jeans Sunday. Traditionally, Huntsville businesses enjoyed a
seasonal boom in business as families would go shopping for clothing in
preparation for Easter celebrations. In an act of protest against the discriminatory
policies of Huntsville's downtown businesses, in 1962 African-Americans boycott
clothing stores in the city and instead shop in neighboring cities such as
Fayetteville and Athens. In a show of solidarity, all participants wear plain, cheap
blue jeans instead of expensive new sets of "Sunday best" clothing. This activism
was a dramatic economic blow to the city's businesses, who counted on the annual
Easter rush to boost their profits.
April 26: Protestors begin sit-in campaigns at the Nugget Restaurant, the Krystal,
and the A & F Cafeteria.
April: African-American students take a new approach to protesting segregated
movie theaters. Two or three protestors would get in line to buy a movie ticket.
When each one reached the counter and asked for a ticket, the clerk inevitably
would not sell to him or her because of their race. They went to the back of the
line, waited patiently, and asked to buy a ticket once again once they reached the
counter. This technique frustrates theater owneholdsrs, held up lines, and makes
moviegoing more inconvenient for those willing to patronize segregated theaters.
Late April: After months of repeated requests from movement leaders, Huntsville
Mayor R.B. Searcy finally agrees to create a biracial committee to address the
city's racial problems.
May: Joe D. Haynes and Joseph Ben Curry, two African-American employees at
Marshall Space Flight Center, file complaints with the President's Committee on
Equal Employment Opportunity. They claim that they had been overlooked for
promotions and had been given inappropriate job assignments due to their race.
May 13: On Mother's Day several families peacefully integrate Big Spring Park,
which had previously been open only to whites.
May 18: Former Huntsville residents and Alabama A&M students gather in front
of the New York Stock Exchange and pass out 1,000 handbills reading "To invest
in Huntsville, AL is to invest in segregation." The story increases pressure on
Huntsville businesses and is picked up by the Associated Press.
May 19: Then campaigning for governor, George Wallace speaks at the
Huntsville courthouse. Civil rights demonstrators attend the event and release
hundreds of balloons carrying messages about Huntsville's discriminatory
practices.
June 1: Rev. Ezekiel Bell, Dr. Hereford, and Martha Hereford drive to Chicago
and distribute thousands of handbills at the Mid-West Stock Exchange reading
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"To invest in Huntsville, AL is to invest in segregation." Copies are mailed from
Chicago to members of the Huntsville city council.
July 9-11: After negotiation with the mayor, about half of Huntsville's restaurants
agree to desegregate at 11:00 a.m. over the course of a three-day trial period.
Small groups of African-Americans are served the first day at Liggett's Drug
Store, W.T. Grant's, G.C. Murphy, Woolworth's, and other lunch counters.
July 19: The then-independent student civil rights organization from Alabama
A&M University merges with the Community Service Committee.
October: With the assistance of the NAACP, 35 Huntsville families file lawsuits
to desegregate Huntsville City Schools.
November 9: The CSC sends a letter to the Superintendent of Huntsville City
Schools, pointing out that the African-American child of a Redstone Arsenal
employee had been denied entry to his nearest school, the all-white Madison Pike.
Instead he had to register across town at Cavalry Hill, an all-black school. Copies
are sent to higher officials such as the Secretary of Defense, Attorney General, the
Director of the U.S. Commission of Civil Rights, among others.
Huntsville’s population is 105,000.
Huntsville is one of the ten fastest-growing cities in the country, with the
population growing at a rate of 400 people per week.
At the beginning of 1963 there are only three schools that Huntsville’s black
students could attend: Councill High with grades 1-12, Cavalry Hill with grades
1-9, and West End with grades 1-6. There are 25 schools for white children in the
city.
January 18: In the first attempt to enforce Brown v. Board in Alabama, the U.S.
Department of Justice sues Huntsville and Madison County to prevent 500 black
children of Redstone Arsenal employees from being barred from attending
schools with white children. The case, United States vs. Madison County Board of
Education & City of Huntsville Board of Education, is dismissed on a technicality
in May of 1963.
January 18: In his inaugural speech, Alabama Governor George Wallace pledges
to uphold “segregation now, segregation tomorrow, segregation forever.”
March 11: Only four families remain on the court case against Huntsville City
Schools. Initially the case involved 35 families, but many faced extra
discrimination and pressure from the white community as a result of their decision
to press for integration. The four remaining families are representing the students
Sonnie W. Hereford IV, John A. Brewton, Veronica T. Pearson, & David Piggie.
March 25: Dave McGlathery & Marvin T. Carroll were black employees of
Redstone Arsenal. Both apply for admission at UAH but were turned down
because they did not meet admission requirements. In May both men would file
lawsuits against the University.
April 3 - May 10: Birmingham Campaign. For over a month, the leaders of
Birmingham's civil rights movement organize a slew of activities in the city to
bring public attention to their cause in hopes of change. Bull Connor,
Birmingham's notoriously racist Police Commissioner, reacts with violence at
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several occasions. Just as organizers had predicted, the violent reactions of
Birmingham's white community bring national attention to the severity of the race
problem in Alabama.
May 16: Robert Carl Bailey is hired as the city's first black policeman by a
unanimous vote of the City Council and Mayor R.B. Searcy. At the same meeting
the Council votes to desegregate the drinking fountains at the Madison County
courthouse.
May 18: President Kennedy tours Huntsville, speaks to a crowd of 10,000 at
Redstone and tours MSFC facilities with Wernher von Braun.
Spring: Huntsville Hospital begins desegregation.
June: Marshall Space Flight Center begins affirmative action program.
June 11: Robert Muckel, a 29-year-old white schoolteacher from Nebraska, is the
first person to integrate a public educational institution in Alabama when he
attends a summer science institute at Alabama A&M College. When Muckel
applied for admission he did not realize that A&M was a historically black school
and was surprised when he unintentionally broke a barrier in Alabama education.
June 11: Governor George C. Wallace makes his infamous "stand in the
schoolhouse door" to block the University of Alabama from admitting black
students Vivian Malone & James Hood. Later that day and out of the spotlight,
the two successfully enroll and register for classes.
June 13: David McGlathery, a black mathematician working on Redstone
Arsenal, enrolls at UAH without incident. Many feared that Governor Wallace
would take a stand in Huntsville as he had in Tuscaloosa two days earlier and the
National Guard 169th Combat Engineering Group was federalized in anticipation
of a fight. McGlathery has no problems enrolling.
June 18: In a Washington D.C. meeting of the President's Committee on Equal
Employment Opportunity, Attorney General Robert Kennedy insists that Marshall
Space Flight Center take action to remedy the racial inequalities of the Center's
workforce.
June: Leaders from NASA, the Department of Defense and the Civil Service
Commission meet to address the "lack of equal employment opportunity for
Negroes in Huntsville, Alabama." They decide to take action within the city to
ensure more African Americans would be employed in the city's federal
industries. The group would conduct surveys of housing and federal employment
practices in Huntsville and provide assistance to Alabama A&M and Tuskegee
Institute to develop engineering programs. They also meet with Huntsville's
military contractors to stress the importance of equal employment opportunity.
They direct Wernher von Braun to give personal attention to developing programs
at Marshall to provide opportunity to black applicants. Later that summer NASA
Associate Administrator George Mueller praises MSFC's equal opportunity
program as "imaginative and well-rounded."
July 5: At the suggestion of NASA Administrator James Webb, many of the
largest federal contractors in Huntsville meet and form the Association of
Huntsville Area Contractors. They agree upon a goal of racial equality within
their businesses and soon begin a campaign of work with local high schools and
Alabama A&M to make engineering programs available to black students, hoping
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to increase the number of qualified black applicants for jobs in the space and
defense industry. Milton K. Cummings of Brown Engineering serves as the
committee's spokesman until L.C. McMillian, a black college administrator from
Texas, is hired later in 1963 to serve as AHAC's executive director.
August 13: Judge Grooms of the District Court in Birmingham rules that
Huntsville has to begin integration in September of 1963 and must submit a plan
to the court for the desegregation of all city schools. Two weeks later Huntsville
presents Grooms with the Freedom-of-Choice plan, in which black students can
petition to join a white school starting with 12th grade in 1963 and adding one
more grade each year. Grooms rejects this plan, but does accept an amended plan
soon thereafter. The city plans to integrate 1st grade & 10th-12th grades in 1964,
2nd & 9th grades in 1965, 3rd & 8th grades in 1966, 4th & 7th grades in 1967,
and 6th grade in 1969.
August: The hearing officer for the Haynes & Curry discrimination cases finds
that both men had been victims of racial discrimination during their time at
MSFC. He recommends that Haynes be promoted and Curry be reassigned to
more appropriate duties. In his report he notes that of 7,335 employees at
Marshall, only 52 of them were black. Furthermore, blacks comprise only 0.5% of
employees in the more coveted GS-5 through GS-11 positions. He concludes that
"a pattern of discrimination has and continues to exist at Marshall."
September 3: St. Joseph’s Catholic School, today known as Holy Family Catholic
School, welcomes twelve white students who were the first to enroll in the
previously all-black Catholic school. The students and their families were seeking
a Catholic education, not necessarily trying to make a statement about civil rights.
St. Joseph’s was the first integrated private school in the state of Alabama.
September 3: All Huntsville city schools are scheduled to open for the 1963-1964
school year. Four children involved in the desegregation lawsuit plan to integrate
their four schools: Sonnie Hereford IV at Fifth Avenue School, Victoria Pearson
at Rison Junior High, John Brewton at East Clinton, and David Piggee at Terry
Heights. At 6:20 a.m., Alabama state troopers announce on local radio that all
schools will be closed, by Governor Wallace's order. Huntsville's Board of
Education states that all city schools should open anyway, but families are
shocked to find around 150 state troopers blocking students from entering the four
integrated schools. Huntsville's families and leaders are furious at Governor
Wallace for interfering in the city's federally-mandated integration. Huntsville's
School Board later announces that school openings will be delayed until Friday
September 6.
September 3: Mobile, Birmingham, and Tuskegee are also under federal orders to
integrate. Governor Wallace delays schools in all four cities and sends state
troopers to block students from entering.
September 6: State troopers are waiting for students and families at Fifth Avenue,
Rison, East Clinton & Terry Heights on the morning of Friday, September 6.
They announce that Governor Wallace has once again closed four of the city's
schools rather than allow them to integrate. Huntsville's families are furious!
NAACP lawyer Constance Baker Motley, who had helped to file the initial
integration suit, immediately leaves to meet with Judge Grooms in the District
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Court at Birmingham. There they file a restraining order against Governor
Wallace prohibiting him from interfering in Huntsville's federally-mandated
integration.
September 9: Four black students peacefully integrate four of Huntsville's schools
without any resistance: Sonnie Hereford IV at Fifth Avenue School, Victoria
Pearson at Rison Junior High, John Brewton at East Clinton, and David Piggee at
Terry Heights.
September 9: Governor blocks integration in Tuskegee, Mobile, and Birmingham.
Whites in these cities applaud the governor's stand against integration and
continue to support segregation. In Mobile, white high school students lead
protests against black enrollment. Birmingham's whites surround the schools with
crowds shouting segregationist slogans and waving Confederate flags. In
Tuskegee, white high schoolers boycott their integrated school, refusing to attend
and leaving the building empty except for the 13 black students.
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Huntsville City Schools: Student Enrollment and percent of Blacks, 1963-1964
Total
Schools
Enrollment
Black Students
Percent of Blacks
Blossomwood (1-6)
692
Bradley (7-9)
746
Butler (10-12)
1258
3
0.24
Cavalry Hill (1-9)
851
851
100
Chapman Elementary (1-6)
1135
Councill (1-12)
1129
1129
100
Davis Hills Elementary (1-6)
994
Davis Hills Junior High (7-9)
704
East Clinton (1-6)
551
1
0.18
Fifth Avenue (1-6)
639
1
0.16
Highlands (1-6)
697
Huntsville High (10-12)
1246
1
0.08
Huntsville Junior High (7-9)
851
Lakewood (1-6)
964
Lee (9-12)
1305
Lincoln (1-6)
551
Madison Pike (1-6)
1114
5
0.45
Monte Sano (1-6)
271
Ridgecrest (1-6)
1334
Rison (7-8)
521
1
0.19
Terry Heights (1-6)
575
1
0.17
University Place (1-6)
627
Weatherly Heights (1-6)
620
West End (1-6)
383
383
100
West Huntsville (1-6)
641
Westlawn Junior High (7-9)
920
1
0.001
Whitesburg Elementary (1-6)
1174
Whitesburg Junior High (7-9)
708
23201
2377

From V.M. Burkett p 101
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January 18: Beginning in the Spring semester of 1964, 10 more of Huntsville's
black students enroll in previously all-white schools. Six students enter at
Madison Pike Elementary, 1 at Westlawn Junior High, 1 at Huntsville High, and 2
at Butler High. This makes a total of 14 black students attending schools that were
previously all-white.
July 27: Judge Grooms in Birminghaism was not satisfied with Huntsville's
attempts to integrate. He rules that the city must make an effort to educate the
public about the application for transfer to white schools and recommends
publishing an announcement in the Huntsville Times.
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August 28: Madison County Schools makes its first move toward desegregation
when four black students enroll in Sparkman High School for the fall semester of
1964.
October 29: After NASA Administrator James Webb announces that Huntsville's
racial climate had to improve in order to keep NASA in Alabama, the CSC
responds with a glowing telegram thanking him for his support.
May: Dr. John Cashin reports to the CSC mass meeting that City Solicitor Charles
Tounger had told him, "It isn't my job to give you any assistance, boy, you'd
better stay in your place if you know what's good for you."
June 14: An article in the New York Times praises MSFC Director Wernher von
Braun for supporting an end to racial segregation in Alabama. In April and May
he had bluntly warned the state's leaders that if Alabama continued its resistance
to federal desegregation mandates, the multi-million-dollar federal space research
industry in Alabama could be negatively affected or even cancelled completely.
July 6: The Citizens' Council is an all-white community organization formed to
maintain racial segregation and inequality. The speaker at their July 6 public
meeting is Sheriff Jim Clark of Selma, a man notorious for his defense of
segregation. Dr. John Cashin leads 16 black protestors and about 20 white
supporters to the meeting where they join the audience, shocking the
segregationists who are leading the meeting. When the white leaders ask
Huntsville's Police Chief W.F. Dyer to remove the black audience members, he
refuses because the meeting is held on city property open to the public. The
protestors sit calmly in the audience through the meeting as Jim Clark and others
fume over the intrusion.
April: U.S. Attorney General Nicholas Katzenbach moves to have Huntsville City
Schools completely desegregated by September of 1966.
The city's plans for desegregation are less effective once North Huntsville's white
families move en masse into South Huntsville, further reinforcing the naturally
segregated white and black neighborhood schools.
April 6: The U.S. Justice Department is not satisfied with Huntsville's token
progress toward school desegregation, so they file a suit in District Court ordering
complete desegregation of the city's schools by the next fall. This pushes the city's
goal to 2 years ahead of the present plan.
September 21: The Department of Justice, as an intervener in the Hereford v. HCS
case, files formal complaints against the Huntsville City Board of Education,
accusing them of establishing freedom-of-choice procedures which, allegedly,
were dishonest, created a terrible situation, and resulted in an unfair burden on
black parents.
Huntsville City Schools desegregates its faculty in the 1967-1968 school year.
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April 5: The entire nation mourns the death of Martin Luther King Jr. In
Huntsville, over 500 college students from Oakwood College & Alabama A&M
march along with a police escort to the courthouse for a candlelight service in
King's memory.
July 20: Huntsville joins the nation in celebrating Apollo 11's successful landing
on the Moon. The city takes special pride in the event because of MSFC's critical
role in developing the Saturn V rocket that carried Apollo 11 into space.
Fall: The NAACP files a lawsuit through the Civil Rights Department of the U.S.
Government, charging that Huntsville City Schools had failed to comply with the
1963 court decision to integrate.
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Huntsville City Schools: Student Enrollment and percent of Blacks, 19691970
Total
Percent of
Schools
Enrollment
Blacks Blacks
Blossomwood (1-6)
757
31
4.1
Butler (10-12)
2464
271
11
Cavalry Hill (1-9)
970
968
99.79
Chaffee (1-6)
651
19
2.92
Chapman (1-9)
2089
122
5.84
Colonial Hills (1-6)
691
223
32.27
Councill (1-6)
174
164
94.25
Davis Hills (1-9)
2106
248
11.78
East Clinton (1-6)
429
20
4.66
Ed White (7-9)
1058
76
7.18
Farley (1-6)
214
33
15.42
Fifth Avenue (1-6)
479
76
15.87
Grissom (9-12)
1590
11
0.69
Highlands (1-6)
997
64
6.42
Huntsville High (10-12)
1658
91
5.49
Huntsville Middle (7-8)
891
89
9.99
Jones Valley (1-6)
825
7
0.85
Lakewood (1-6)
885
83
9.38
Lee (9-12)
1767
181
10.24
Lincoln (1-6)
506
48
9.49
Madison Pike (1-6)
1072
39
3.64
McDonnell (1-6)
772
50
6.93
Monte Sano (1-6)
216
0
0
Montview (1-6)
646
19
2.94
Mountain Gap (1-9)
1081
17
1.57
Ridgecrest (1-6)
1114
24
2.15
Rolling Hills (1-6)
1222
282
23.08
Stone (7-9)
1093
218
19.95
Terry Heights (1-6)
651
264
40.55
University Place (1-6)
772
56
7.25
Weatherly Heights (1-6)
1045
13
1.24
West End (1-3)
149
149
100
West Huntsville (1-6)
650
172
26.46
Westlawn Junior High (7-9)
840
19
2.14
West Mastin Lake (106)
1003
88
8.77
Whitesburg (1-9)
1814
8
0.44
35291
4242
12.02

From V.M. Burkett, 107.
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Huntsville is sad to hear that their beloved Wernher von Braun will be leaving
Marshall Space Flight Center to move to a new position at NASA's headquarters
in Washington, D.C.
August: The Department of Justice files yet another motion requesting that
Huntsville's Board of Education take further action to desegregate the school
system. The Justice Department argues that a dual school system still exists in
Huntsville and that the Freedom-of-Choice plan should be abolished in the school
system.
September: As the new school year begins, all but 589 black students weraree
enrolled in previously all-white schools.
September 2: Judge Grooms orders the Huntsville Board of Education to work
with the Office of Health, Education & Welfare (HEW) to prepare a plan for a
new school system that will be completely unitary, ensuring complete equality of
the races.
October: After reviewing Huntsville's case, HEW Program Officer Robert Morris
submits his new plan for a unitary Huntsville school system. He recommends
closing one school and redistricting the students attending Cavalry Hill school,
including reassigning many to new schools. He also requires Huntsville City
Schools to transport some black Terry Heights students into white-majority
schools. Huntsville's white residents immediately balk at the plan. Huntsville City
Schools denounces it entirely and refuses to enact the changes.
November: Suit filed, Ralph A. Root, Jr., et al. v. Joseph Stowers, Superintendent
of City Schools, et al., pleading a motion that the court prohibit the BOE from
enforcing the school zoning regulations for the 70-71 year. The motion is
dismissed.
December 1: Hearing to hear a motion of intervention filed by parents of children
at University Place School in the zoning dispute.
January: Police and black students clash at a Butler High School basketball game.
Police arrest a Butler teen for allegedly making a telephone bomb threat to the
school.
March: Robert Morris of HEW submits two new desegregation plans for
Huntsville City Schools. One proposes combining many of the Huntsville
elementary and junior high schools, while the other allows zones to remains the
same but adds bus transportation by Huntsville City Schools.
April 23: Fletcher Sheldon is first black man to serve on Huntsville City School
Board.
June 26: Judge Grooms rules to prohibit students at Butler High School to display
Confederate flags or sing the Confederate battle song Dixie in support of their
mascot the Rebels.
August 2: Many Butler High School students rally and march, waving
Confederate flags to show their dispproval of Judge Grooms's ruling that the
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Butler High Rebels could no longer sing Dixie or use the Confederate flag. Other
students marched to show their support of the change.
1972
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1974
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1975
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•

1977
•

Changes to the school zoning plan would have sent many white students to
previously all-black Cavalry Hill School. Instead, many of these white students
leave the public education system entirely and attend private church schools
instead. In an effort to offset this movement, the school system determines that it
will make Cavalry Hill an exemplary school. The school is staffed with the most
experienced staff, and provided with funding for an enhanced curriculum
including industrial arts, career education, art & music in an attempt to draw
white students back to the school.
May 16: The city is required to submit all plans for school rezoning to the
Department of Justice for approval before they can take effect. Due to the huge
growth of the city, Huntsville often has to resubmit new zoning plans by the time
they were evaluated.
July 10: The Department of Justice agrees to a modified zoning plan, sending 6th
& 8th grade students from predominantly-black Cavalry Hill to attend
predominantly-white Ed White Middle.
August 14: Judge Grooms approves of the proposed changes to Huntsville's
school system.
August 30: Despite Judge Grooms's approval of Huntsville's zoning plan, the
Justice Department does not feel the plan is sufficient and appeals the decision.
November 20: Judge Grooms rules that Huntsville must take further steps to
better integrate Cavalry Hill School.
January 28: The Huntsville Board of Education submits a modified plan to Judge
Grooms that will reorganize the Cavalry Hill school zone in accordance with the
federal requirements.
February 12: The Citizens for Neighborhood Schools, an organization of over 350
Huntsville parents, files a motion to block the new zoning plan for Cavalry Hill
School.
March 17: Under the terms of the new plan, 7 school buses move black and white
students between Cavalry Hill, Montview, Highlands, and University Place
schools to integrate the student bodies. Parents opposed to the plan picket the
School Board Central Office, but keep their protest peaceful.
Prior to desegregation, there was only one private school in Huntsville. By 1977
there are 23 primarily all-white church and private schools that offer an
alternative education for families opposed to the public school system.
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Schools used to be completely
separated – white children went
to one school, and black children
went to another. When it was
finally time to integrate them, it
took guts! The African-American
children in these photos were
some of the first to enter all-white
schools in Huntsville.

Kids could join their parents in
picketing, and carry a sign that
said “Kids Need Freedom Too!”
while walking back and forth on
the sidewalk in front of stores that
wouldn’t serve to AfricanAmericans.

What were kids doing
in Huntsville?

The kids on the front cover are
being arrested in Birmingham
for protesting segregation
in the Children’s March
of 1963.

Discrimination- unfairly treating a
person or a group differently from
other people or groups.

Racism- the belief that people of
one race are better than people of
other races, meaning they deserve
unequal treatment.

Segregation- the rule (written and
unwritten) in much of the South that
said that African-Americans and
white people had to stay separated.
They had separate water fountains,
bathrooms, schools, movie
theaters, and neighborhoods, and
African-Americans were treated
poorly.

After the end of the Civil War,
life improved for some AfricanAmericans as they were freed
from slavery. However, they had
lost many of their rights as
citizens by 1901. AfricanAmericans couldn’t vote in much
of Alabama, and in Huntsville
they were treated badly.

Segregated
Life

What was the
Civil Rights
Movement?

oremKids!
LFor
or
l
o
D
m
u
s
Ip

Children’s Exhibit Brochure (page 1)

1
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Integration- bringing separate parts together
into one whole; in this case, bringing AfricanAmericans and whites into shared restaurants,
hotels, gas stations, and schools.

Desegregate- to end a policy of keeping the
races separate; to end segregation.

Beginning in the 1950s and lasting through
the 1970s, African-Americans in Alabama
and other southern states used peaceful
demonstrations to ask for equal treatment.
Their work is called the Civil Rights
Movement. White people did not want to
change the way they treated others, so the
civil rights protestors had to fight for a
long time before they saw change.

African-Americans
were tired of being
treated unfairly in
Huntsville and
across the U.S.A.

Boycott- refusing to buy from a certain place or store in order to make
them change their policies. In Huntsville, families stopped buying
clothes from stores that wouldn’t serve food to African-Americans at
their lunch counters.

Picketing- to ask whites to change their racist policies, civil rights
protestors would walk on the sidewalk carrying signs with messages on
them. In Huntsville kids would often join in with signs such as “Kids
need freedom too!”

Sit-in- a way to ask segregated restaurants to serve food to AfricanAmericans. Many restaurants in the South would only serve food to
white people. In a sit-in, African-American protestors would enter a
whites-only restaurant and sit down, then wait to be served. Usually
they waited for hours and never got any food. Sometimes white
customers got angry and pushed them or dumped food on them.

These photos are from 1963,
when Alabama Governor
George Wallace tried to stop
Huntsville from integrating
its schools.

Children’s Exhibit Brochure (page 2)

Guide to Oral History Recordings (page 1)

Stories(of(the(Civil(Rights(Movement(in(Huntsville(
!

Marian(Caudle(
!
Marian!was!one!of!the!students!who!desegregated!Butler!High!School!in!January!of!1964.!
!
This!interview!was!conducted!by!Lucas!Hopkins!in!2013.!
!
#!!
Subject!
!
!
Description!
1!
Segregated!Life!
!
Life!in!Huntsville!under!segregation!(1:07)!
!
2!
World!War!II! !
!
WWII!experience’s!effects!on!black!soldiers!(1:42)!
!
3!
Boycotts!
!
!
Recalls!boycott!of!W.T.!Grant!Store!in!downtown!Huntsville!(1:25)!
!
4!
Boycotts!&!SitUins! !
Regular!boycotts!&!sitUin!participants;!shocking!story!of!white!!
!
!
!
!
!
retaliation!against!sitUinners!at!Walgreen’s!(2:34)!
!
5!
Church!Involvement!!
Two!main!black!churches!in!Huntsville!were!critical!in!organizing!civil!!
!
!
!
!
!
rights!movement!activities!and!mass!meetings!(0:59)!
!
6!
White!Collaboration! !
Describes!meetings!with!white!teenagers!in!preparation!for!!
!
!
!
!
!
integration!of!Butler!High!School!(2:01)!
!
7!
Butler! Pep!Rally!!
!
Black!students!at!Butler!High!School!stood!up!to!discrimination!at!a!!
!
!
!
!
!
pep!rally!(2:04)!
!
8!
Turmoil!at!Butler!! !
Butler!High!students!riot!in!protest!of!fight!song!“Dixie”;!general!!
!
!
!
!
!
concern!and!turmoil!over!integration!at!Butler!for!years!(1:27)!
!
!
Dr.(Sonnie(W.(Hereford(III(
!
Dr.!Hereford!was!very!active!in!the!Community!Service!Committee!in!Huntsville!and!was!one!of!
!!
the!only!AfricanUAmerican!doctors!in!the!city.!His!son!Sonnie!IV!was!one!of!the!children!who!!
!
desegregated!Huntsville!schools!in!1963.!!
!
This!interview!was!conducted!by!Dr.!Jack!Ellis!in!September!of!1997.!
!
#!!
Subject!
!
!
Description!
9!
Segregated!Hospital! !
Working!life!for!black!doctors!and!nurses!at!Huntsville!Hospital!prior!!
!
!
!
!
!
to!integration!(3:24)!
!
10!
CSC!leadership!&!! !
Leadership!of!CSC!and!planning!activism!(1:41)!
community!participation!
!
11!
CSC!Activities!!
!
CSC!increasing!pressure!on!city!(1:02)!
!
12!
Black!Community! !
Gaining!support!of!black!community!for!civil!rights!movement!(1:17)!
!
13!
CSC!works!for!!
!
Describes!CSC’s!program!for!training!women!to!work!as!cashiers!&!!
labor!equality!!
!
clerks;!other!labor!successes!(2:21)!
!
14!
Boycotting!The!
!
Black!community’s!boycott!of!The$Huntsville$Times!!(1:38)!
$
Huntsville$Times$
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!
15!
!
!
16!
!
17!
!
!
18!
!
19!
!
20!
!
!
21!
!
!
22!
!
!
23!
!
24!
!
!
25!
!
!
26!
!
!
27!
!
!
28!
!
!
!
29!
!
!
30!
!
!
31!
!

Community!&!!
!
Business!Response!! !

Describes!the!quick!response!of!the!business!community!to!!
desegregation!(1:19)!

Threat!to!Redstone! !

CSC!uses!federal!presence!as!leverage;!attention!on!Redstone!(1:37)!

SitIin!planning!
!
!
!

Thought!behind!starting!movement!with!sitIins;!support!of!NAACP!!
Legal!Defense!Fund!(0:55)!

!
!

Picketing!planning! !

Strategy!for!picketing;!advice!of!CSC!legal!advisor!Randolph!!
Blackwell!(0:37)!

The!Bargaining!Table!

CSC’s!efforts!to!bring!whites!to!bargaining!table!(0:46)!

Arrest!of!Women!
!
!
!

!
!

Describes!arrest!of!Joan!Cashin!&!Martha!Hereford!at!lunch!counter!!
and!press!response!(2:45)!

Activist!Women!
!
!
!

!
!

Acknowledges!several!local!women!who!were!very!active!in!the!!
movement,!such!as!Frances!Sims!(now!Washiri!Ajanaku)!(2:33)!

White!Collaboration! !
!
!
!
!

Cooperation!from!white!community!once!movement!gained!!
momentum!(2:54)!

Servicemen!! !

Servicemen!discouraged!from!participating!in!movement!(0:36)!

!

Hospital!Integration! !
!
!
!
!

Describes!cooperation!of!hospital!administrator!in!desegregating!!
Huntsville!Hospital!(5:08)!

Hospital!Cafeteria!
Integration!

!

Integration!of!cafeteria!at!Huntsville!Hospital!(0:45)!

Decision!to!! !
Integrate!Schools!

!

Strategy!for!testing!school!integration!(1:29)!

September!3,!1963! !
!
!
!
!

Sonnie!describes!his!memory!of!the!first!day!of!school!integration!on!!
September!3,!1963!(1:11)!

Working!with!!
Constance!! !
Baker!Motley!!

!
!
!

Sonnie!&!his!brother!Tom!remember!working!with!NAACP!attorney!
Constance!Baker!Motley!on!school!integration;!legal!strategy!in!!
response!to!Wallace’s!interference!in!schools!(2:27)!

Cub!Scouts!
!
!

!
!

When!Sonnie!Jr.!wanted!to!join!an!allIwhite!cub!scout!troop,!the!!
leaders!dissolved!the!troop!rather!than!integrate!(1:02)!

!
!

Cooperation!from!! !
Police!&!FBI! !
!

Describes!cooperation!from!Huntsville!Police!and!from!FBI!during!
sitIins!and!school!integration!(1:08)!

SelmaItoI!
!
!!
Montgomery!March!

Memories!of!participation!in!SelmaItoIMontgomery!March!(5:23)!
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